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On Saturday, Apr. 17, Law-
rence International (LI) hosted 
their annual Cabaret event, this 
year subtitled “Flying Higher 
than Ever.” Anticipating contin-
ued COVID-19 restrictions the 
following spring, the LI board 
began planning their yearly 
show after they were forced to 
cancel 2020’s performances. 
This year, they chose to pivot to 
a pre-recorded video, rather than 
the in-person performances that 
usually take place in Stansbury 
Theater. This year’s show was 
made up of music videos, short 
films and dance videos put to-
gether by cultural clubs and vari-
ous individuals throughout the 
community, all interspersed with 
short videos showcasing tradi-
tional clothing from countries 
represented on the Lawrence 
campus.  
As the subtitle suggests, 
this year’s show had a theme of 
flight. The event programs were 
designed by junior Len Nguyen 
to look like boarding passes for 
a commercial airline, and the 
entire video was guided by two 
more of Cabaret’s organizers, 
the “captain” and “co-pilot” for 
the viewers’ airborne trip around 
the world. Guiding the flight was 
LI president and sophomore 
Pato Cardenas, joined by his fel-
low board member sophomore 
Subin Han. In between acts, the 
two discussed previous perfor-
mances and gave “in-flight an-
nouncements” about upcoming 
performances, keeping the show 
cohesive and light. 
The show itself was made up 
of a multitude of talented per-
formances and projects, includ-
ing a group of friends dancing 
to BTS’s “Boy with Luv,” a music 
video from the Chinese cultural 
club singing about friendship, as 
well as a Vietnamese music video 
and a dramatic short film titled 
“Trapped.” The show closed out 
with some salsa music, some ma-
riachi music and a music video 
from fifth-year Daniel Green per-
forming his song “Liams Lulla-
by” under the moniker Jeayahr. 
Dispersed throughout the show 
were also short videos featuring 
traditional clothing from various 
countries, including the Philip-
pines, India, Jordan and Paki-
stan. The event had over 60 in-
person attendees, as well as over 
150 viewers online, giving the 
show even more exposure than 
in previous years. 
As the credits rolled, LI made 
a point to direct people to donat-
ing to the Supporting our Stu-
dents (SOS) emergency fund. 
This fund helps international 
students who are not covered by 
the federal COVID-19 relief sys-
tem meet pay for unanticipated 
expenses related to the pandem-
ic. For those who are able, the 
link to donate can be found on 
the Lawrence University website 
under the “Giving” tab.  
In the words of junior Jamie 
Dong, LI’s vice president, Caba-
ret “combines diverse culture 
with talented students.” Dong, 
the self-proclaimed “producer 
of the entire show,” emphasized 
how hard everyone worked 
on the project, especially LI’s 
eight board members, including 
sophomores Michael Zhang and 
Nupur Vaghasia and freshmen 
Diego León and Violet Rho, as 
well as the previously mentioned 
board members. When asked 
about what she was most proud 
of, Dong said, “I’m proud of ev-
erything! This is the most perfect 
thing that I’ve ever put together.” 
Dong also said she is excited and 
hopeful to see what the artistical-
ly talented group can put togeth-
er for next year’s performance.  
Soon, a complete video of 
what was shown will be avail-
able online, on YouTube and on 
the Lawrence website under the 
“Cabaret” section.  
Out of frustration with commu-
nication at Lawrence, the Shoutbox 
Facebook group was created by 
Lawrence students for Lawrence 
community members on May 
27, 2019. According to the group’s 
header, the Shoutbox is “The all-in-
one communication platform for 
clubs, events and community an-
nouncements.” Students can post 
any announcement or question 
in the Shoutbox regarding public 
events, community announce-
ments, or general comments and 
concerns. 
Creator and head-administrator 
of the Shoutbox junior Nick Mayer-
son describes the page as a medium 
in-between the local community 
and Lawrence as a whole. “From 
my perspective, I think it’s this kind 
of middle ground that didn’t exist 
before,” Mayerson said. 
However, as the pandemic has 
changed the mediums in which 
people interact, the Shoutbox has 
increasingly become an outlet for 
students to air their grievances. Ac-
cording to Mayerson, after recent 
events, although people are still 
using the Shoutbox for standard 
announcements and information, 
more students have been inspired 
to speak up and publicly post their 
opinions relating to Lawrence. 
One of the earliest instances of 
the shift in the Shoutbox’s interac-
tions started on Jan. 18, when senior 
Tim Moyer posted on the Shout-
box announcing his candidacy for 
Senior Class Representative. Part 
of his platform was to “protect free 
speech: prevent hate-speech policies 
from censoring underrepresented 
perspectives” and “End the pledge: 
return to normal at the beginning of 
spring term.” 
This post received 109 com-
ments and 65 reactions, as of Tues-
day, April 20, compared to seven 
to nine comments for other candi-
dates’ posts, before comments were 
turned off by Shoutbox admins. 
Moyer’s post received the most 
interaction by far, overshadowing 
and burying other candidates’ posts. 
Moyer declined to be interviewed for 
this article. 
The responses, though over-
whelmingly negative, ranged from 
critiques of Moyer’s platform to ex-
pressions of anger and disapproval. 
After these comments were 
brought to Vice President for Di-
versity and Inclusion, Dr. Kimberly 
Barrett, she sent out an email with 
the subject, “Radical Respect,” on 
April 6. In this email, she expressed 
her concern that students cannot 
engage with each other in produc-
tive ways when they disagree. She 
cited an instance in which a student 
expressed an unpopular platform as 
part of a campaign for elected office 
and was met with “personal attacks 
and spurious accusations rather 
than reasoned arguments against 
his proposals.” 
This response, however, became 
another catalyst for more students to 
engage in the Shoutbox and express 
their concerns and grievances. For 
many students, this email missed 
the mark and was not well-received. 
Although Dr. Barrett did not 
confirm that her example refer-
enced Moyer, she said she did not 
state a name because she “think[s] 
people know who it’s about.” 
Consequently, on April 7, Law-
rence alumnus Brian Mironer 
posted an annotated response to 
an email Dr. Barrett sent to another 
alumnus regarding her radical 
respect email. The post expressed 
discontent with the “problematic 
nature” of the message and encour-
aged further discussion within the 
Lawrence community. 
Furthermore, on April 16, a 
letter-to-the-editor calling for Bar-
rett’s resignation was published in 
The Lawrentian and posted in the 
Shoutbox Facebook group, where 
it could be read unedited and in full. 
The letter states, “Instead of  foster-
ing a feeling of community and 
safety on campus, she has created 
an environment where marginal-
ized people feel unsafe, and oppres-
sors feel validated.” 
In response to the letter calling 
for her resignation, Barrett issued a 
statement, which she later retracted. 
She did not issue a new comment. 
These shifts in tone have sparked 
new policy considerations in the 
Shoutbox, according to Mayerson. 
Election information will be com-
piled into one formal administrative 
post, a greater effort will go into tak-
ing down posts the administrators 
deem disrespectful and administra-
tors will continue to make decisions 
on a post-by-post basis. 
Among the posts which have 
consequently received greater 
scrutiny, sophomore Erin O’Brien 
posted on the Shoutbox on April 19, 
encouraging people to flood Minne-
sota Governor Tim Walz’ inbox with 
messages calling for his resignation; 
this post was taken down that same 
day by Shoutbox admins. This frus-
trated O’Brien because she felt this 
information was important and rel-
evant to the Lawrence community. 
Although O’Brien said she was 
not given a reason for her post’s re-
moval, Mayerson told us the post 
was removed because it did not 
directly relate to Lawrence, and the 
administrators felt it would be more 
appropriate on personal pages. 
To give students input in the 
Shoutbox’s next steps, Mayerson 
also posted a survey on April 19 for 
students to provide feedback, in 
which he thanks members for en-
gaging and asks them to respond 
so administrators can best work to 
serve group members. 
When discussing what he hopes 
to see change going forward, Mayer-
son expressed the hope that  Shout-
box members can be vulnerable 
and respectful to have productive 
conversations. He emphasized that 
the Shoutbox is an extension of the 
community and is just one way to 
engage in discussion. 
“Lawrentians are outspoken. 
That’s kind of the people that we 
are,” Mayerson said. “People care 
passionately about things, and this 
is another platform I think for that 
passion.”
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Caberet “soars” in this year’s 
brand new virtual format
The Shoutbox: A new age of 
student communication?
 Lawrence International’s Cabaret event featured pre-recorded video submissions from students.




Do you have questions about any new developments on cam-
pus? Should the Lawrentian be covering any event?
Let us know!
Send any tips to TheLawrentianNews@gmail.com.
To view the Shoutbox 
Facebook group, 
scan the QR code:
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New CCE director announced April 16
The career center will be hosting a 
Multi-Generational Workplace event 
over Zoom, hosted by career advisor Ty 
Collins, on Wednesday, April 28, from 
4:30-5:30 p.m. 
This marks the final event of the “Se-
niors Series,” which are sessions for pre-
paring upcoming graduates for life after 
Lawrence, discussing topics like living 
alone and finding a job. Other events 
that have taken place this year have been 
“Budgeting Your Money after Gradua-
tion” and “Managing Your Finances as a 
New Graduate.” The Multi-Generational 
Workplace event is predominantly fo-
cused on those who will be entering the 
workforce, as they will be joining a group 
of people of a wide variety of ages and 
ways of being.  
The Lawrence seniors are in Genera-
tion Z, so the other generations they will 
shortly be joining are the Baby Boom-
ers as the oldest, Generation X born be-
tween the mid-1960s to the early-1980s, 
and Generation Y (Millennials), whose 
generation ended in 1995, according to 
Collins. 
Collins states, “By understanding why 
someone older than you thinks or acts 
the way they do, it will reduce the chance 
of workplace conflict or misunderstand-
ings and allow everyone to work together 
for the good of their organization.”  
An example of a potential divide be-
tween generations is that Baby Boom-
ers grew up without modern technol-
ogy, whereas the seniors, Generation Z, 
largely grew up surrounded by it. These 
different skill sets and strengths can lead 
to knowledge exchange in the workplace, 
such as technology and work ethic.  
 Therefore, one day in a job, a Genera-
tion Z employee could help and teach a 
Baby Boomer more about a computer 
program. This, of course, goes both ways 
as the Baby Boomer generation may have 
more experience. According to Collins, 
Generation Z could greatly benefit from 
communicating with more experienced 
workers and think of them as mentors.  
“I hope students learn how to success-
fully interact with people in the work-
place that are different than they are,” 
Collins said. “Lawrence does a great job 
teaching us to appreciate diversity in all 
its many wonderful forms. In this case, 
we’re talking about diversity in age and 
how to respect, appreciate and learn 
from those who have been in the work-
place longer than our new graduates.” 
Lawrence senior Ghania Imran is at-
tending the event in the hope of learn-
ing new tools and tips to gain a better 
understanding of the mindsets of other 
generations. She hopes this will help 
her and others create a more productive 
workplace by incorporating everyone’s 
ideas, regardless of age.  
“I hope to gain an understanding of 
the other generation’s mindset because 
that will help me foster a productive 
workflow by incorporating diverse ideas 
from several generations,” Imran said.
A “Raise the Wage” sign is displayed across from the Warch Campus Center.
Photo by Sarah Navy.
A Student Worker Demon-
stration “Pay Us 15!” was held by 
Student Liberation Front (SLF), 
Sunrise Appleton and Students 
for a Democratic Society (SDS) 
on April 16 from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. 
near the Warch Campus Center. 
This event called for the Lawrence 
administration to increase student 
workers’ minimum wage to $15 
per hour to respond to students’ 
financial difficulties, including 
their tuition fees alongside their 
academic life.   
About 30 students attended the 
protest. Organizers of the event 
put out signs including “Wage In-
crease Now” and “Raise the Wage” 
to express their demands. They 
also distributed fliers regarding 
the demonstration to students 
who walked by and asked if they 
had signed the electronic petition 
form in support of raising stu-
dents’ minimum wage.  
The idea for this demonstration 
came about when SDS reached out 
to Junior Barrah Shamoon, the 
organizer of the “Pay Us 15” initia-
tives, about campaigning around 
this movement to demand the 
administration raise student mini-
mum wage, according to Junior 
Terrance Freeman, Co-founder 
of SDS. After contacting SLF and 
Sunrise Appleton, the three orga-
nizations decided to hold the dem-
onstration together.  
During the event, students 
including Shamoon, Freeman, 
sophomore Gustavo Zuniga, the 
Founder of SLF, and freshman 
Anders Hanhan, the Hub Coordi-
nator of Sunrise Appleton, made 
speeches. Shamoon recalled re-
turning to her hometown in Paki-
stan during her sophomore year to 
introduce Lawrence University to 
high school students in her com-
munity as a student ambassador 
while struggling financially.  
“I really should have said ‘don’t 
come here,’” Shamoon said. 
During his speech, Freeman 
stressed the essential function of 
student workers on campus and 
the importance of a minimum 
wage increase for the well-being 
of students, including those who 
come from low socioeconomic 
backgrounds and must seek off-
campus jobs, which compounds 
the stress from academics and 
extracurriculars. Those jobs drain 
students, Freeman said, and di-
minishes their ability to function 
as students.   
“We need to raise the student 
minimum wage, and we have to 
raise it to $15,” Freeman said. “We 
can’t wait that long [for the admin-
istration to raise the wage $1 per 
year] because there are students 
on this campus who need that 
money now.” 
After Freeman, Zuniga spoke, 
arguing a student minimum wage 
raise would encourage students 
to apply for on-campus jobs and 
spread out the workload among 
students, therefore fulfilling the 
job demands while ensuring the 
stresses from occupations are not 
overwhelming. 
In addition, Hanhan said in the 
protest that a $15 hourly wage is 
only a bare minimum wage to sur-
vive in the Appleton Community. 
College students should not pay 
their debt for their higher educa-
tion during their whole lifetime, 
Hanhan said.  
According to Hanhan, Sunrise 
Appleton endorsed the demon-
stration and thinks a $15 mini-
mum wage on campus is just a 
starting point for raising student 
income. 
The demonstration went bet-
ter than Shamoon had expected. 
She believes students were well 
engaged with the speakers at the 
event, and she thinks the event 
opens the possibility for future ac-
tions. According to Shamoon, the 
initiative group plans to approach 
LUCC and eventually meet with 
the administration.  
“We don’t expect to solve this 
issue immediately,” Freeman said. 
“The event’s purpose is to inform 
the students about this movement, 
raise the awareness and give them 
contact or knowledge.” 
Shamoon decided to address 
the issue of raising the minimum 
wage on campus after repeatedly 
being denied the financial aid she 
needed due to Lawrence having 
insufficient funds for international 
students. The movement has been 
something Shamoon has wanted 
to initiate since she began working 
in the Fall Term of her freshman 
year but never had the time.  
“To be honest, I still don’t have 
the time to lead this movement 
and am only doing it due to per-
sonal economic stressors, since 
I’m at the end of my rope trying 
to survive in the U.S.,” Shamoon 
said. 
As the event came to an end, 
Shamoon encouraged students 
to acknowledge and support this 
continuous movement.  
“Listen, even if you feel okay ec-
onomically,” Shamoon said, “Lis-
ten to who is on the line of poverty. 
It is important that we express our 
demand and negotiate with the 
administration... So please, try to 
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Wednesday’s event, 
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ACTIVE CASES: TOTAL POSITIVE 
CASES:
Total LU tests: 
18,498
Total Appleton tests: 
49,117
Active LU cases: 
2
Active Appleton cases: 
128
Total LU cases: 
137
Total Appleton cases: 
8,622
*data reported as of April 21
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In-person classes and activities continue 
as planned, up to half of non-essential 




Campus protest demands 
mininimum wage bump
On April 16, the CCE Director Search 
Committee announced that Garrett 
Singer will serve as the next director of 
the Center for Community Engagement 
and Social Change (CCE) starting on 
May 24. Singer is currently the service 
coordinator for the Ingram Scholars Pro-
gram at Vanderbilt University. 
According to Singer, the Ingram 
Scholars Program works toward helping 
undergraduate students prepare to par-
ticipate in community engagement op-
portunities “through community-based 
learning opportunities.”  Singer’s staff 
biography on the Ingram Scholars web-
page states that he is currently working 
toward an M.Ed. in Higher Education 
Administration and will be graduating 
this spring.  
Singer further explained that he was 
drawn to Lawrence because of the uni-
versity’s and the CCE’s explicit goal of 
addressing systemic inequity, something 
that Singer is “honored to be a part of.” 
He believes that his time as the service 
coordinator for the Ingram Scholars Pro-
gram enhanced his beliefs and philoso-
phies of service and community engage-
ment in higher education. 
Singer articulated three main goals 
for his time as the director of the CCE: 
to continue to work with partners in the 
Appleton community to create a method 
for detailed feedback, to create opportu-
nities for students to have “service learn-
ing” experiences and to grow the CCE 
both on campus and in the community. 
As the Dean of the Career Center, 
Mike O’Connor oversaw the search pro-
cess. He said that to prepare for this 
search process, he looked at other high-
impact liberal arts schools. Specifically, 
he examined the staffing, programming 
and community service of these various 
institutions. Additionally, he met with a 
friend at Grinnell University to discuss 








Women’s softball picks 
up win vs. St. Norbert
Boxing is one of, if not the most, 
popular combat sports that everyone 
has heard of. Outside of enjoying the 
technical aspects of the sport, I’d think 
most would agree that there is an 
appeal in watching two people try to 
punch each other’s lights out for a 
few three-minute rounds. From brutal 
wars where hands fly until one hits 
the canvas to chess matches where the 
fighters break each other down until 
the last second, boxing offers some of 
the best spectacles in sport. Although 
for those who make this sport their 
livelihood and understand the history 
and risks associated with the sport, 
watching some young YouTuber make 
millions knocking out the human 
equivalent of a bag of mayonnaise 
will likely take away from some of the 
dignity of the sport. 
Having watched the Jake Paul and 
Ben Askren fight this past weekend, 
where the only nice thing about the 
fight was hearing Snoop Dogg say that 
Ben Askren was built “like a bag of 
milk,” I’ve found myself disappointed 
at what brings people to watch boxing. 
Whether you actually paid to watch 
that atrocity or not, it was still not 
worth any bit of time spent. From 
watching horrible, no-audience con-
certs to awful undercard fights, it felt 
that this show was taking away from 
the sport of boxing. Now don’t get 
me wrong, I would love to see Jake 
Paul get smacked around, but retired 
and newly concussed Ben Askren was 
never the guy to do so. With the fight 
ended in the first round with Askren 
getting dropped by a jab cross and 
then a questionable stoppage, it is easy 
to feel that the whole event was just a 
massive cash grab. The pay-per-view 
(PPV) numbers speak for themselves 
at 1.5 million PPV sold, generating 75 
million dollars. Askren himself said 
the biggest motivation for him fighting 
was the money of which he received 
half a million dollars guaranteed. I 
would gladly fight Jake Paul for that 
much money, personally. Now I can’t 
fully fault someone for using a work-
ing formula to generate a bunch of 
money, but there is a possible detri-
mental effect on the sport of boxing 
from these types of events, but there 
also may be a bright side to these 
hyped-up money fights at the same 
time. 
Many perceive these types of 
fights to be disrespectful to the sport 
of boxing. To those who put years of 
their life into this sport while simulta-
neously taking years off of their lives 
with often little to show for it in terms 
of the massive fight purses gener-
ated in their smaller fights, it’s easy 
to see why some would find it harmful 
to the sport. Mexican boxing super-
star Canelo Álvarez, who currently 
holds multiple world championships, 
has openly spoken out against these 
fights. Canelo has stated, when asked 
if he himself would ever take one of 
these fights that, “I truly believe that 
it’s a lack of respect. It’s all based 
on money. It’s all for money”, which 
gives the feeling that he doesn’t take 
too kindly to these events in the sport 
that he has dominated for years now. 
On Mike Tyson’s podcast, Canelo did 
credit the Paul brothers for stepping 
in the ring with the general respect 
for putting themselves on the line in 
the risky sport. But Canelo did share 
concern for Nate Robinson, one of 
Jake Paul’s prior opponents who he 
knocked unconscious in their fight 
late last year. Canelo said that Nate 
had no need to become a professional 
boxer just be thrown in the ring with 
minimal training and left half dead at 
the end of the fight. For anyone who 
knows anything about brain trauma, 
boxing is not too kind to those who 
routinely get punched in the head 
and especially those who get knocked 
unconscious,  whether once or mul-
tiple times. Each person has a limit 
to the punishment they can endure, 
and each clean punch will take time 
off their life. Since committing to 
this sport requires an investment of a 
fighter’s time now and later in life, it 
is easier to see why boxers like Canelo 
might take these money fights as 
offensive to the sport and those in it. 
There may be a bright side for 
boxing at the end of the day if you are 
able to withstand the awful displays 
of boxing at these events. Legendary 
heavyweight boxer Mike Tyson has 
shown some kindness to the money 
fights, probably since his bout with 
Roy Jones Jr. late last year bagged 
him a pretty paycheck. After that fight, 
Tyson stated that “Boxing was pretty 
much a dying sport... boxing is going 
back thanks to the YouTube boxers.” 




Modern boxing — beloved pas-




 The women’s softball team 
went head-to-head with St. Norbert 
in a nail biting turn of events. The 
Vikings lost their first game 4-9, but 
pulled out a win against St. Norbert 
in the second game at 6-5. In the first 
game the Vikings were winning, but 
then gave up 7 runs in the 4th inning 
and were not able to bounce back from 
that. However, in the second game, 
the Vikings were leading the major-
ity of the game and it became more 
consistent. When the Knights tied the 
game in the bottom of the 5th inning, 
Lawrence, this time, was able to react 
to that and pull out another hit in the 
sixth, where they then held them for 
two more innings to secure the victory.
 One of the Vikings who 
really stood out during this double 
header against St. Norbert was senior 
Amanda Karnatz, who led the team in 
hitting as well as in defense, helping to 
secure the win. I interviewed Karnatz 
to ask her a few questions about the 
game.
 I asked, “You got two out of 
the last three outs needed to secure 
the win against St. Norbert. What was 
going through your mind in the last 
inning of the game?  Do you do any-
thing to help calm your nerves?”  
 Karnatz responded, “All 
that was going through my mind the 
last inning was that we needed outs. 
I was going to do whatever I could to 
make that happen. I don’t really do 
anything to calm my nerves, I just go 
out there and try my best.”
 In the second game, Karnatz 
was able to hit 3 out of your 4 at 
bats. Seeing as she was so success-
ful at hitting that game, I wondered 
what she might call key in adjusting to 
a new pitcher, what she looks for and 
what tactics she uses to avoid getting 
fazed. 
 According to Karnatz, “I 
think the key to adjusting to a new 
pitcher is to learn quick and take what 
I can from what I see. The best thing 
is to stay within yourself and capitalize 
on any opportunity the pitcher gives 
you. The best way to not get fazed by 
anyone is to just go up to the plate and 
take your swings, and don’t let the 
pitcher make you feel uncomfortable.”
 Lastly, I asked Karnatz what 
it’s like to bat as a lefty. Does she find 
it challenging? If so, how does she 
adjust to that challenge, and what 
advantages does she find in batting 
lefty instead of righty?
 Karnatz told me, “Hitting 
left handed was more challenging for 
me when I first started. I switched 
to hitting left handed at 10 years old 
when I was normally right handed 
before that. I just adjusted to left 
handed hitting by getting lots and 
lots of practice. The biggest strength I 
have on the left side is having so many 
options. I can hit away, bunt, slap or 
power slap. Having that many options 
allows me to use a different tool when-
ever I need to.”
 I think it’s interesting to 
find out that Amanda didn’t start off 
as a lefty. Normally that’s not some-




 Though having long flown 
under the radar on account of its lack 
of flashiness, ultramarathoning main-
tains a steady base of top-class athletes 
throughout the world. Famous names 
like Tom Evans and Jim Walmsley 
maintain steady fanbases and spon-
sorships, with the most well-known 
face of ultra running being David 
Goggins. These professional ath-
letes, combined with countless ama-
teurs from around the world, make 
up one of the most extreme sports 
known to mankind. Ultramarathons 
are any running-based race that sur-
passes the distance of a marathon, 
the well-known 26.2 mile or 42 kilo-
meter mark. This means that races 
anywhere from lengths surround-
ing 50km--which are referred to as 
a 50k, in the same sense as a 5k--to 
the popular Western States 100 miles 
through the California Sierra-Nevada 
mountains, all the way up to this arti-
cle’s titular race, the Badwater 135, 
and even beyond. This last race is con-
sidered one of the most difficult in the 
world, lasting 135 miles across a net 
elevation change of 14784 feet. 
 David Goggins himself is 
perhaps the perfect representation, 
albeit taken to an extreme even rare 
among ultra runners, of the ultrama-
rathon community. Known to many 
as “the Toughest Man Alive,” David 
Goggins is the only person to ever 
complete training and become a US 
Army Ranger, Navy SEAL and Air 
F o r c e 
Tactical Air Controller. He has 
recounted his journey several 
times, elaborating on the Joe Rogan 
Experience podcast how he was 
abused and faced significant racial 
discrimination throughout his child-
hood. Moving into the armed forces, 
he went on to go through Navy SEAL 
“Hell Week” three times, losing over 
100 pounds in three months to be 
fit enough to complete the course. 
Transitioning into ultra running in 
2005, Goggins again went through 
a physical transformation, again 
dropping over 100 pounds to com-
pete in the Badwater 135. Goggins 
has even written a book, Can’t Hurt 
Me: Master Your Mind and Defy 
the Odds, in which he recounts the 
mental transformation he has taken 
throughout his life. He is perhaps 
the most famous proponent of self-
improvement through challenge, and 
thus ultramarathoning was the per-
fect sport for him. 
 This idea of mastering the 
mind and challenging oneself seems 
to be the common thread that ties 
ultramarathoners together. Ultra 
runner Ian Torrence elaborates on 
this concept in his 2019 article “The 
Mindset of an Ultrarunner.” He 
explains that success in the minds of 
elite runners lies not in the time of 
the finish, or their final position in the 
race standings, but in the way one is 
able to mentally handle the inevitable 
ups and downs that come with run-
ning such long distances. Torrence 
recounts how at mile 37 of a 50- mile 
race, he was literally crawling as his 
legs had seized due to fatigue, and 
yet went on to recover and finish 
within the time limit. He also quotes 
Stan Beecher, another experienced 
runner, as summarizing the mentality 
required for ultra running quite well:  
 “In [my] world, accom-
plishment is tied to behavior rather 
than to a specific result.” 
 This is the challenge that 
sets ultra running apart from other 
extreme sports, and draws people like 
David Goggins that the majority of 
society would deem to be out of their 
minds. Compare ultramarathoning to 
powerlifting, for example. Both sports 
are individually based, require partici-
pants to push the limits of the human 
body to an extreme and require steely 
mental discipline to push these lim-
its to new heights. One would expect 
these two sports to require equal lev-
els of “insanity,” if we can agree to call 
it that, in that one has to have the abil-
ity to take the mind to a very primal 
place. As a powerlifter myself, I can 
attest to this-no personal records get 
set with a nonchalant mindset. And 
yet, on closer inspection, even power-
lifters cannot compare to ultra  run-
ners. In the gym, or at a meet, a lifter is 
surrounded by fans, training partners, 
coaches, family and the like; ultrama-
rathoners get no such comfort. They 
are out on a trail, road or mountain-
side, isolated from society and sup-
port systems with the exception of 
the occasional aid station. Some races 
even continue into the 
night; at Badwater, even the most 
elite runners barely squeak in under 
24 hours. This time duration further 
heightens the tension the mind must 
endure. Anyone with ordinary mental 
strength can endure fatigue for a short 
period of time, or perhaps for a little 
longer with encouragement; but with-
out a friend to lean on, and no end to 
the physical suffering in sight, 99% of 
us would crack. The other 1% do it vol-
untarily. 
 And of course, we must 
finally address the physical toll ultra-
running takes on the body. The most 
obvious symptom experienced is the 
massive amounts of fatigue which 
accumulate over such long distances. 
If you’ve ever heard marathoners talk 
about “hitting the wall,” you’ll know 
just what I’m getting at. The body is 
only capable of storing 1800-2000 
calories of glycogen in the blood-
stream at any given time,  and burns 
100 calories for each mile during a 
run. Glycogen, from carbohydrates, 
and bodyfat are the body’s two sourc-
es of fuel while exercising, and it is 
key to note that glycogen is necessary 
to access the metabolic pathways nec-
essary to convert bodyfat into fuel. 
After some math, it is easy to see that 
after around 18-20 miles, accessing 
energy to fuel a run becomes nigh-
on impossible, and thus one “hits the 
wall.” For ultra  runners, this thresh-
old is higher of course; the body can 
be trained to access bodyfat stores 
more efficiently, allowing for a longer 
distance before this fatigue overload 
hits. Additionally, eating carb-heavy 
foods throughout a race can be used to 
replenish stores of glycogen. But eat-
ing during such long races can cause 
other issues. 
 Aid stations on ultramara-
thon courses commonly offer high-
carbohydrate foods such as pasta and 
breads in order to ensure runners 
don’t suffer serious health defects 
like malnutrition while on the course. 
A 170  pound individual running a 
50-mile race at 9-minute mile pace 
will burn through over 6500 calories, 
more than triple the recommended 
daily intake for a healthy adult; with-
out replenishment, the situation can 
quickly become dire. That being said, 
eating can also result in severe nau-
sea and vomiting. When the body is 
under such severe stress as it is at, 
say, mile 30 of a 50-mile run, the 
body shuts down digestion in order 
to direct blood away from the stom-
ach and into more vital areas of the 
body, like muscle and tendon tissue. 
This results in meals staying in the 
stomach for extended periods of time, 
and as anyone who has ever run on a 
full stomach will tell you, the feeling is 
not pleasant. Runners may go miles, 
or even tens of miles, feeling horribly 
ill or even throw up anything they’ve 
eaten, wasting the calories they des-
perately needed. This only increases 
the discomfort of lactic acid buildup in 
the muscles, and results in many not 
finishing the race after. 





Alright, I’m torn. I’ll admit it. 
I can’t tell if everyone still loves 
velvet. Like, is it weird to still wear? 
Sometimes I feel a little tone def 
when it comes to trends being “in” or 
“out”. What can I say, I’m an anom-
aly! Anyway, the issue here is I have 
such worries, and one of them is 
that velvet is going out of style. That 
scares me. There’s nothing I love 
more than a good velvet-y moment. 
Like today, I’m wearing a long flowy 
black velvet dress and I feel like a 
witch. That’s really powerful how 
just one article of clothing can trans-
form exactly how you feel about 
yourself, crazy, right? However, as 
the years have gone on, I’ve seen a 
distinct decline in velvet. Crushed 
or not, I don’t want that to happen. 
Even if I’m single handedly keeping 
velvet “in”, I’m ok with that. If I have 
to be the velvet martyr, so be it. I see 
lots of potential in this special fabric, 
that I’m just not ready to let it go. 
When I first started heav-
ily thrifting in 2017, I always found 
myself attracted to the velvet pieces! 
No matter what color, article, shape 
or size, they were always an eye-
grabber. Can’t argue with that. Over 
my many years thrifting, I’ve found 
that velvet items have always been 
a constant within the thrift stores 
I’ve visited. Perhaps I need to do 
some more research, but was there 
a large fashion wave of velvet that 
recently ended? Is it coming back? 
Who knows! What I do know is that 
it’s both fashionable and important 
to me. I’ll never forget the day, I 
was at Forever 21 for god knows 
why, maybe during my senior year 
of highschool. I was digging through 
the clearance bin full of shirts, pants, 
miscellaneous earrings and so much 
more. I found these knee-high, blue, 
crushed-velvet, heeled, boots. These, 
right now would probably be a fash-
ion crime, but at the moment were 
a relic. I remember they were about 
4 sizes too small but I knew I had to 
have them. Given that it was Forever 
21 these boots were no more than 
ten dollars. I bought em! Something 
about having such flashy boots just 
really spoke to my soul. 
Later on, I remember I ordered 
a crazy, poofy-sleeved, blue, crushed-
velvet, wrap top off the internet. 
Now that I brought it up, I wore this 
top for New Year’s this year. This top 
is so exquisitely perfect. The thing 
about velvet, crushed or not, is that 
it’s a show stopper! It catches the 
eye like no other. However, it’s not 
always the most practical to wear. 
As much as I wanted to wear this 
extravagant, blue, wrap top it wasn’t 
always appropriate. If I wore it to 
school people would surely think 
that there was some function I was 
going to after. However, when the 
moment hits and the occasion calls 
for something a little more shim-
mery, it’s velvet’s time to shine. 
Since 2020 had made me feel like a 
cow being sucked up into a tornado; 
when I got to wear this shirt on New 
Years Eve it felt like I was really 
starting a new year. A glamorous end 
to quite a horrifying year. 
So, I guess what I’m really say-
ing here is selfish, but, I really want 
velvet to stay in style. It means so 
much to me. I know what you are 
thinking, “Kelly, just because things 
aren’t necessarily in style doesn’t 
mean that you can’t wear them?” 
and I know that! I suppose I just 
want everyone else to feel as elated 
as I do when I wear velvet. Also, 
if anyone reading this is worried 
that wearing velvet is “too much” or 
they’re afraid to embrace their inner 
velvet aura, you must! We all must 
work together to keep velvet alive 
and well within fashion today.




Previously: Ethel and Zander work 
together at the Spacemart on the moon 
orbiting a nature preserve. After a mys-
terious old friend of Zander’s showed up, 
covered in blood, the two of them aided in 
his escape. 
“You are going to have to call security 
at some point.” Ethel activates one of the 
ice packs from the med kit and passes it to 
Zander, who places it gingerly on his cheek, 
wincing.  
“Yeah, I know,” Zander sighs. “Look, 
kid, I’m not going to ask you to lie for me…” 
“But you want me to,” she finishes.  
With a sheepish smile, Zander says, “It 
would make things easier, is all.” 
Folding her arms across her chest, 
Ethel leans against one of the shelving units 
and fixes him with a considering look. “Is he 
dangerous?” 
Zander breaks eye contact. “He’s a 
good guy,” he says, evasive. At Ethel’s raised 
brow, he amends, “He’s not dangerous to 
you or me.” 
Ethel rubs at one of her temples. “I 
guess that’s good enough,” she says, and 
Zander lets out a breath. 
“Thanks. You just have to let me do 
the talking.” He makes for the door, then 
pauses, hesitating with his hand hovering 
in the air. After a moment’s deliberation, he 
settles on giving her hair a sort of awkward 
ruffle. “Thanks, kid. I owe you one,” he says, 
then walks stiffly out of the room.
***
Even though Zander radios them that 
night, security doesn’t make it out to them 
until the next morning. Ethel walks into the 
kitchen, still half asleep and in her pajamas, 
only to stumble upon a uniformed officer 
chatting with Zander over steaming cups of 
coffee at the kitchen table. 
She freezes when she sees them. 
Zander smiles at her, encouraging. 
“Morning, kid. Still got some in the pot,” he 
says, lifting his mug. 
The look the officer gives her is polite 
but appraising enough to set her on edge. 
Nodding, Ethel collects herself, preparing 
her own cup off coffee while attempting to 
smooth her sleep-mused hair.  
Only after Ethel takes her seat at the 
table does the officer shift her attention back 
to Zander. “So, why don’t you tell me what 
happened?” she asks, pen poised over her 
tablet to take notes. 
Ethel’s grateful Zander wanted to do 
all the talking, since it allows her to sit back 
and listen while she tries to get caffeinated 
enough to function. He starts with the two of 
them doing inventory, then describes how 
an unidentified man in a spacesuit hacked 
into the security system and caught them 
by surprise, holding them at gunpoint while 
demanding they give him supplies.  
“What sort of supplies did this intrud-
er want?” The officer asks. 
“Fuel, for his spaceship,” Zander lies. 
“Some rations.” Ethel wonders if that’ll be 
true, when they check. Zander didn’t come 
upstairs until late last night, time enough to 
siphon away fuel. Such thoroughness seems 
out of character, given his work ethic for his 
actual job, but she doesn’t think he’d lie so 
brazenly if he hadn’t covered his bases. 
The officer makes an affirming noise, 
scribbling something down. “And how’d you 
get that shiner?” she asks, gesturing to the 
bruise blooming on Zander’s cheek. 
“I didn’t want to give up the fuel,” 
he explains, grimacing. “He whacked me 
across the face with his blaster. Didn’t seem 
prudent to refuse, after that.” 
Frowning, the officer says, “Spacemart 
recommends complying with the demands 
of armed robbers, to prevent loss of employ-
ee life.” Zander flashes an apologetic smile, 
but thankfully only Ethel seems to notice 
that he shows a bit too much of his teeth. 
“During the altercation, we noticed that you 
came to the front of the store.”  
It takes Ethel a moment to notice that 
the officer has turned to her. She swallows 
her sip of coffee. “Yeah,” she says. 
When she doesn’t elaborate, the offi-
cer presses, “Why?” Ethel sees Zander sit up 
a little straighter, out of the corner of her eye. 
“I needed the med kit, for Zander’s, 
uh…” She gestures vaguely at his face.  
“And why did you not take the oppor-
tunity to contact security at that time?” 
“Spacemart recommends comply-
ing with the demands of armed robbers, to 
prevent loss of employee life,” Ethel parrots 
back. Zander hides a smirk behind his mug. 
“The intruder requested we not contact any-
one.” 
The officer takes a moment to pinch 
the bridge of her nose but makes a note on 
her tablet anyway. “Right,” she says, then 
gathers her things, standing. “That con-
cludes our questioning. My partner and I 
will review the security evidence and send 
and incident report within the week. I will 
allow you to prepare for your shift.” 
She shakes their hands, then turns to 
go. They watch her leave the living quarters, 
both breathing a sigh of relief once the door 
clicks shut.  
“Thank you,” Zander says, patting her 
on the shoulder as she buries her face in 
her hands. She’s never lied to anyone from 
Corporate before, let alone a security officer. 
She thinks maybe she should feel guiltier. 
Join us next week for another install-
ment of Spacemart! Missed a chapter? 
Catch up on lawrentian.com 
By Grace Reyes
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Pets are such a big part of our 
lives, but do you ever guess what 
they are thinking? Each week, I will 
take a different pet and write their 
“inner thoughts.” 
“Figaroooooo!” I hear. I run and 
I say that’s me that’s me! Rahhhhhh! 
They love me! Oh do you want me 
for pats? Or for eating ice cream? 
Or for my presence? I don’t care, I 
am here and I am vocal. I love my 
name, and I will always come. I am 
my mommy’s baby born and raised 
and I miss my dad but my big brother 
is here and my sister too. And my 
younger brother is here now and he 
just loves messing with me. Well, 
they all do. Especially that adopted 
cat and the older cat. I am quick to 
change my mood. I’m still a big kit-
ten, you know? I can have temper 
tantrums, it’s all cool. Just leave me 
alone because as I storm down the 
hallway I will lash out and hiss and 
go neeeeeeeeeeeeeeee! Or I lash out 
at Phoebe street cat because she just 
irks me. It’s cool, my family know 
I best and love me best...but when 
they give too much attention to her, 
I get mad. See, my favorite things 
are attention, wet bath hair, strut-
ting, ice cream, and being outside. 
I don’t always get those things, so I 
need to make a scene every once in a 
while. Same goes with those fun toys. 
I pretend I not watching but I look 
and hope he notices me and not her. 
“Figaroooo! Fa-guy-oo! Figgy-yo-yo! 
Figgy! Figsy wigsy! Figgy row row 
row!” I come, just wait a second. Wait 
wait, who is that? I stop in my tracks. 
I think I am obsessed. My big brother 
brought a friend for me! A cat ally! 
An attention giver. She pet me like 
I like it and make me go “raoww 
raoww raoww!” and she never stop 
giving pats! I love her. She only care 
where I am in house. Sometimes I 
need to teach her to stay away when a 
cat is mad and I give a scratch or bite 
her head or put my claws in her skull 
or neck, but hey, she forgot about it 
because I am FIGARO and I am so 
cute. I strut down the hallway, tease 
my family with the allure of play-
time, respond to my name perfectly, 
and chase around the house like my 
dog friend still here. At the risk of 
sounding bad, it’s great they forget 
my bad moments. Oh, and I almost 
forgot! I am hunter! I brought back 
some dead prey for my big brother 
once and I was so happy. That was 
when his door opened and I could 
come in every five seconds and leave 
right away! And somehow then I got 
out of house and I got hurt but it no 
matter when that girl come back. I 
get all better right away! My brother 
and that girl think I have two theme 
songs, because I so important. They 
sing: “Figaro, figaro, figaro.../Ehi, 
figaro, son qua/Figaro qua, figaro 
là.../Figaro su, figaro giù.../Ah, bravo 
figaro, bravo, bravissimo” because 
Rossini wrote it just for me! I pre-
tend I do not care. They also say that 
Bohemian Rhapsody was for me, but 
in secret. I mean, this is obviously for 
me: “Galileo, Galileo/Galileo, Figaro 
– magnificoo” but less obviously, so 
is this: “I’m just a poor boy, I need no 
sympathy,/Because I’m easy come, 
easy go.” Now that I think about this, 
yeah, they are pretty much obsessed 
with me. Never stop, am I right? 
Always give pats and say my name 
and be perfect for me. Rahhhhhh!! 
Or the next second I go neeeeeeeeee! 
P.S aren’t I handsome? 
What’s on your mind, Figaro?
By Lauren Kelly
The Ballad of Precedence 
By Willem Villerius
how their program operated. After re-
ceiving feedback on what to look for in 
a candidate, the application was ready 
to be posted.  
According to Interim Director of 
the CCE and Assistant Director in the 
Career Center, Teri Mueller, the CCE 
Director search committee started 
searching for a new CCE director early 
in Winter Term. The search commit-
tee was comprised of student, faculty 
and staff representatives. As the com-
mittee met and reviewed applications, 
they reduced the applicants and began 
interviewing candidates via Zoom. Fi-
nalist candidates met with groups of 
campus partners, CCE student staff 
members and community partners, 
such as the Appleton Area School Dis-
trict and Brewster Village. 
To find the best fit for Lawrence, 
the committee framed interviews 
around the qualities they wanted in 
a candidate and how they wanted the 
office to move forward, O’Connor said. 
According to O’Connor, the commit-
tee was focused on finding a candidate 
who reinforces the strengths of the 
current model and of student lead-
ers, who better connects the CCE with 
complementary areas of the university 
and the community and who brings 
light to the importance of the CCE to 
Lawrence and the community with 
a focus on historically marginalized 
communities. He said that Singer’s 
references were outstanding and set 
him apart from other candidates. 
Mueller explained that the com-
mittee was looking for someone who 
would be compatible with the current 
CCE and would be able to help grow 
the CCE. She said that the CCE direc-
tor’s responsibilities include serving 
as the “main point of contact for the 
CCE, supervising the student-run of-
fice, and communicating with mul-
tiple stakeholders.” Because of this, 
it was essential to pick a director that 
demonstrated versatility, said Muel-
ler. Mueller stated that Singer dem-
onstrated versatility in his experience 
with the Ingram Scholars program at 
Vanderbilt by working with multiple 
community partners to help develop 
opportunities for students. 
Senior and Resource and Outreach 
Manager in the CCE, Papo Morales, 
a member of the search committee, 
thought it was important to find a di-
rector who will “shake the box” and 
help advance the CCE. Singer was the 
perfect fit. According to Morales, Sing-
er stood out because of his ambition, 
as evidenced by his higher education 
background. Additionally, Morales 
said that Singer was very attentive and 
proved to be a strong listener through-
out the interview process.   
O’Connor said that the direc-
tor transition process will comprise 
orientations, training in a variety of 
subjects such as computer systems, 
introductions to student groups and 
a variety of students, faculty and staff 
that he will be working with. Through-
out the summer, Singer will also be 
introduced to a variety of community 
organizations to give him a feel for the 
Appleton community, O’Connor said
New CCE Director...
continued from page 2
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 As many transgender Lawrentians know, legal name 
and gender changes are a necessity if we wish to be afforded the 
same level of institutional recognition and affirmation that our 
cisgender siblings enjoy. Unfortunately, due to the extremely high 
costs of pursuing these legal changes, these are privileges many 
of us can’t afford. A 2019 UCLA School of Law study found that 
trans people experience a particularly high poverty rate compared 
to the LGBTQ community as a whole: 29.4% of trans people live in 
poverty (Badgett, Choi and Wilson, 2019). This increased poverty 
rate contributes to the discrimination and violence the trans com-
munity faces, as gender-affirming measures are only accessible to 
the financially privileged.  
 International Transgender Day of Visibility (TDOV) is 
observed every year on March 31, and this year, Dr. Jekyll’s, an 
Appleton bar located just a few blocks from the Lawrence campus, 
observed TDOV by holding a fundraiser to help trans folks in the 
Appleton community cover the cost of affirming name and gen-
der changes. Every dollar spent at Dr. Jekyll’s on March 31 went 
toward the fund, and they also set up a GoFundMe that people 
could donate to. Ben Mollen, the co-owner of Dr. Jekyll’s, says that 
their Facebook announcement of the fundraiser had been gaining 
traction leading up to TDOV, but everything blew up when the 
Post-Crescent reached out to interview them for an article about 
the fundraiser. He says, “We were already overjoyed when the Go-
FundMe was over $1,200 before TDOV had even started, but then 
that article was posted and the GoFundMe quadrupled overnight. 
It all felt unreal. And then, as soon as our doors opened, people 
I’ve never seen before were coming in just to throw cash towards 
the fund and thank us.”  
 For an event that prompted such an overwhelming, 
positive response from the community, it came together remark-
ably quickly. Mollen shares that the idea “really only took form 
the weekend before TDOV. My partner Anna Goelz (she/her) and 
I were talking to a regular about TDOV, and she offered to loan us 
her trans pride flag to display for the day. Despite her generous of-
fer, we decided we wanted to have a trans pride flag for the bar to 
have and display - and thankfully, it would ship in time!” Mollen 
continues, “The original plan was to display the flag and make a 
Facebook post showing our support, but later that night, after the 
bar was closed, I expressed to Anna that I wanted to do more than 
just that. It didn’t feel like enough. And so we started brainstorm-
ing. We reached out to our brilliant friend Helen Kramer [an LU 
faculty member!] for her assistance, and the idea started to come 
to fruition that Sunday.”  
 Mollen was able to get his business partner’s support in 
donating 100% of their sales on March 31, while Professor Kramer 
spearheaded the GoFundMe. Mollen shares that “Our dear friend 
Aaron Sidman is a lawyer and a staunch ally, and he offered to do 
the leg work on what is all necessary for legal name and gender 
changes. He came back with a figure on what it would cost for each 
person, and that established our minimum goal. We were looking 
at about $700 [for] each person, and we had three people specifi-
cally ask for help, so that set our goal at $2,100. Our grand total 
from the fundraiser was just shy of $10,000.” 
 That number is particularly notable, considering that 
COVID-19 restrictions are still in place. Mollen says that March 
31 was “one of our best days in total sales since we reopened last 
May after the mandatory shutdown. We saw a lot of new faces and 
made new friends. And we saw a lot of old friends! Many people 
that haven’t stopped quarantining made an exception to come out 
for TDOV and show their support.” He recognizes that “It’s one 
thing to raise the money we did, and that is absolutely important 
because it WILL change lives, but equally important (if not more) 
was seeing the looks on the faces of my friends as they realized this 
community really does support them and views them as peers.” 
 Mollen says that he thankfully hasn’t received any push-
back for being an open ally of the LGBTQ community (aside from 
the Post-Crescent comments section, which he describes as a “hive 
of scum and villainy”), but acknowledges that the LGBTQ experi-
ence in Appleton could be very different: “to be openly trans in 
a small city like this in the current political climate takes a lot of 
strength, pride and knowledge of self. I haven’t met a single trans 
person that I haven’t felt was a total badass.” 
 Because Dr. Jekyll’s surpassed the fundraiser goal by 
such an incredible amount, the additional funds are going to Di-
verse and Resilient, an organization that works “to achieve health 
equity and improve the safety and well-being of LGBTQ people 
and communities in Wisconsin” (diverseandresilient.org, 2021). 
Though Mollen has never worked with them before in an official 
capacity, he knows many of their staff members and is a big fan of 
their work: “What we did here was just one day out of the year, and 
these folks are doing it every day. That’s why I wanted anything 
that exceeded our goal to go to them.”  
 When asked if he foresaw more community outreach 
events in Dr. Jekyll’s’ future, Mollen’s answer was an emphatic 
“Absolutely!” However, Dr. Jekyll’s is still dealing with revenue 
losses due to the pandemic, so they likely won’t be in a position 
to do another direct donation event for a little while. If you’re over 
21, they’d love to have your support at the bar sometime, but Mol-
len asks that the legal drinking age be respected because “fines for 
serving underage drinkers are always devastating, and would es-
pecially be so now.”  
 Mollen’s mission statement for running Dr. Jekyll’s has 
always been that “everybody deserves the right to have a drink and 
unwind, unless you are impeding upon someone else’s ability to do 
so.” He says that Dr. Jekyll’s “will keep being a place where people 
can feel safe to be themselves and we can keep listening... we are 
proud to be a part of Appleton’s downtown community, and we 





Two weeks ago my mom hugged my grandma for the first time 
in over a year, and she said it was one of the best feelings in the 
world. The simple act of embracing a loved one, while once taken 
for granted, is priceless. Nowadays it does come at a price: risk of 
COVID-19 exposure. But now, since my mom and grandma are 
fully vaccinated, they can safely hug one another without fear of 
contracting the virus. 
 The first COVID-19 vaccine, Pfizer-BioNTech, was 
released mid- December 2020 for emergency authorization by the 
FDA (Food and Drug Association) to combat the pandemic (www.
fda.org). As of April 2021, about 34% of the U.S. has received 
at least one dose of a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine (112 million people), 
and about 20% are fully vaccinated (66 million people)(github.
com). There are three vaccines currently in use: Moderna, Pfizer-
BioNTech and Johnson & Johnson’s Janssen. To be fully vacci-
nated, you will need either two doses of Moderna or Pfizer, or one 
dose of Johnson & Johnson (www.cdc.gov).   
 Current scientific and epidemiological thought is that 
we can achieve herd immunity for COVID-19 like we have done 
in the past with other serious diseases, including chicken pox and 
measles. Herd immunity is when enough people become immune 
to a disease that it becomes difficult for a disease to spread from 
person to person. Herd immunity protects the public because it 
reduces the spread of communicable diseases even among people 
who are immunocompromised from HIV/AIDS, cancer treat-
ments and other immunosuppressing medications and condi-
tions. For a population to achieve herd immunity, about 70-90% 
needs to be vaccinated. (McCallum, 2020). However, problems 
arise from distrust and misinformation about how vaccines work, 
and wealthy nations purchasing large quantities of the vaccine 
have digressed our nation from returning to a state of normalcy. 
 Although current vaccines will prevent infection and 
may halt the mutation of COVID-19, about 1 in 4 Americans will 
still refuse the vaccine (Brumfiel, 2021). The majority of vac-
cination refusals come from right-wing conservatives and those 
from rural communities (Brumfiel, 2021). These groups claim 
that the vaccine was too rushed, as the covid vaccine was created 
and released within one year, and most vaccines take years to 
develop (Keith, 2021). They believe that since the long- term side 
effects are unknown, it is not worth compromising their health 
(Elterman, 2021). These concerns are understandable with so 
much uncertainty surrounding the virus. However, the vaccine 
was approved for emergency authorization by the FDA, yet vac-
cination hesitancy is still persistent.   
 To grapple with these feelings of uncertainty, people 
will make up or believe anything to provide a sense of comfort. As 
a result, conspiracy theories have developed to provide answers. 
One popular conspiracy is that the vaccine implants a microchip 
into vaccinated individuals that would allow the government to 
track them, blaming Bill Gates (Goodman and Carmichael, 2020). 
A YouGov poll of 1,640 people suggests that 28% of Americans 
believe this conspiracy, while 49% reported republican political 
alignment (Goodman & Carmichael, 2020). This is false, as this 
was developed by pseudoscientists that gained traction because 
of the initial uncertainty surrounding the COVID-19 vaccine. 
Another belief is that receiving the vaccine will cause infertility 
among women (Feinburg, 2021). This rumor was debunked by 
the CDC (Center for Disease Control), as this was yet another 
conspiracy developed to combat uncertainty. However, social 
media users onTwitter, Instagram and Facebook perpetuate this 
misinformation, which hinders progress toward achieving herd 
immunity.    
 While conservatives believe the government is trying 
to track us, poor and marginalized communities have real rea-
son to distrust the government, especially for Black Americans. 
They have faced a long history of medical mistreatment, from the 
Tuskegee “experiment” that started in 1932, an alleged medical 
encampment which abused at least 600 Black men who did not 
receive their promised syphilis treatments, to problems of non-
consensual sterilization for women of color, which happens even 
today. People of color have this overwhelming evidence to refuse 
medical treatment that is most often administered by white practi-
tioners. A Pew study conducted in December 2020 found that only 
42% of Black Americans reported they would receive the COVID-
19 vaccine compared to 63% of White Americans (Booker, 2020). 
While most Black Americans have taken precautions to fight the 
virus, in 2020, the CDC found that 81% of Black Americans view 
the pandemic as a threat to public health and safety, but only 61% 
say they would “probably” or “definitely” get the vaccine (Johnson 
& Funk, 2021). While the number of Black people willing to 
receive the vaccine increased, (Johnson and Funk, 2021) there is 
still a large amount of reluctance because Black people have been 
historically and habitually abused in clinical settings.   
 Since the vaccine has already been made available to 
frontline and healthcare workers, senior citizens, those with medi-
cal conditions and essential workers, the question is, who should 
receive the vaccine next? While the answer should be those at risk, 
that has not been the case.   
 As another reason to distrust the government, wealthy 
nations have been taking control of vaccine distribution, leaving 
poor and developing countries no chance of achieving immunity. 
The US has not been an exception, as the Trump administration 
had purchased enormous quantities of vaccines (The Editors, 
2020): 300 million doses from AstraZeneca, 100 million doses 
from Moderna, 100 million doses from Pfizer, 100 million doses 
from Sanofi and GlaxoSmithKline and 100 million doses from 
Johnson & Johnson (The Editors, 2020). If you do the math, the 
total number of vaccines purchased is 700 million and the United 
States’ population is 330 million, leaving an immense amount 
of excess vaccinations. According to the WHO (World Health 
Organization), more than 700 million Covid-19 vaccine doses 
have been administered globally, with more than 87% distributed 
to wealthier countries such as the U.S. and the U.K. At this rate, 
poor nations will not be fully vaccinated until 2023 or 2024. As of 
April 2021, 1 in 4 people in high revenue countries have received 
the vaccine, compared with just 1 in more than 500 in low-income 
countries. (Miao, 2021). This begs the question about who gets 
basic access to healthcare, which is treated like a privilege rather 
than a right.  
 With this outlook on the obstacles that face vaccine 
reception, it does not seem likely that our world will achieve 
herd immunity anytime soon. It is necessary to listen to science 
to protect those most vulnerable in society. Here we have seen 
that spreading misinformation prolongs danger from COVID-19, 
resulting in even more unnecessary suffering and death. If you 
would like to understand the issue further, fact-check sources, 
educate yourself, others and be skeptical of information passed 
around on social media sites. Get vaccinated so you can hug the 
ones you love most.




recently faced the sport of boxing, which is the 
presence of the Ultimate Fighting Championship 
(UFC) and mixed martial arts (MMA.) With the 
UFC rolling out entertaining fight cards week 
after week, it seems that boxing only comes out 
when big names like Canelo, Tyson Fury and 
Anthony Joshua are on the main event. Trying 
to ignoree my own MMA bias, the only boxing 
event I remember being excited about in recent 
memory was the rematch between Tyson Fury 
and Deontay Wilder which was all the way in 
February of last year. The hyped-up money 
fights tend to draw a lot of attention from people 
who are not into boxing, but who want to see 
young YouTubers possibly get knocked out -- or 
are just fans of whoever is trying their hand at 
boxing and is willing to buy an overpriced PPV. 
The fights get views, and that’s what’s important 
for boxing at the moment, as any publicity is 
good publicity--even if it’s on Jake Paul’s coat-
tails. Hopefully, the benefit of these fights is the 
introduction of the sport to a new and young 
audience that will keep boxing in competition 
with the UFC or other combat sport promotions. 
Modern Boxing












 This Earth Week, seven local orga-
nizations are uniting to call for climate justice. 
They will hold a rally on Saturday, April 24th, 
from noon to 2 p.m. at Houdini Plaza in Apple-
ton to call on our elected officials to take bold ac-
tion to address climate change. One of the princi-
pal organizers of the event, Sunrise Fox Valley’s 
Michael Greif, says that they have organized 
this rally “because we urgently need to address 
the climate crisis. Scientists warned our politi-
cal leaders over three decades ago that burning 
fossil fuels was destabilizing the earth’s climate 
and the natural systems upon which we depend. 
George H.W. Bush promised to address global 
warming in his 1988 campaign. Think about how 
long ago that was and all that could have been 
done with that time. Instead, our leaders have ig-
nored the problem, denied the problem or made 
empty promises. As a result, the effects of climate 
change are already devastating and going to get 
worse. Now scientists are telling us we only have 
nine years to cut our emissions in half if we are 
going to avoid truly catastrophic consequences. 
To do that, we need massive mobilization and in-
vestment to address this crisis.” Grief continues, 
“we have elected officials at all levels who have 
promised action on climate change. President 
Biden ran on addressing climate change dur-
ing the campaign. Governor Evers convened a 
task force which has issued recommendations. 
Appleton also had a task force which offered 
recommendations in 2020. We have the plans 
in place. We have a wealth of policy options to 
choose from. What we need now is our leaders to 
take action and to be bold.” 
Anders Hanhan, a Lawrence student and the hub 
coordinator for Sunrise Fox Valley, shares that 
Greif “came to Sunrise wanting to pull together 
different groups across the Fox Valley for a bold 
statement to our leaders...it’s been super power-
ful watching all these different groups with dif-
ferent backgrounds come together to pull this 
off!” The seven official sponsoring organizations 
are Citizen Action of Wisconsin, ESTHER-Fox 
Valley, League of Women Voters of Appleton, 
Our Wisconsin Revolution, PopEarth, Sunrise 
Fox Valley and Youth Climate Action Team 
(YCAT). Grief believes that these groups are 
“significant allies in the fight for climate justice 
because each of them understands the need to 
address the climate crisis with systemic change, 
and to center justice at the heart of the clean en-
ergy transition.” 
Hanhan says that the primary call to action at 
the rally is to take “concrete steps toward being 
carbon neutral by 2035. The Biden administra-
tion has cited 2050 as their goal, but scientists 
have been overwhelmingly clear that 2050 is 
far too little, far too late to prevent catastrophic 
damage.” Additionally, while transitioning away 
from fossil fuels, Hanhan wants elected officials 
to “bring marginalized communities into the 
fold, give them good-paying jobs, give them a say 
in what a sustainable future looks like.” For ex-
ample, the Indigenous community has cared for 
this land for thousands of years, but they tend to 
be impacted by climate change to a much greater 
degree than the average white colonizer commu-
nity.  
One example of harm done to Indigenous com-
munities by capitalist colonizers is the Line 3 
oil pipeline, which is being built from Canada to 
Wisconsin. Greif shares that it will carry “Cana-
dian tar sands oil which is one of the most pol-
luting forms of oil. It crosses tribal treaty lands 
despite resistance from Indigenous people. It 
crosses under numerous rivers, including the 
Mississippi River. If there is an oil spill, which 
there almost always is, it could pollute America’s 
great river. It also threatens wild rice that In-
digenous people depend on, and which is highly 
sensitive to water pollution.” Greif asks that peo-
ple go to www.stopline3.org to learn more and 
help stop the advancement of fossil fuel infra-
structure that is quite literally killing the planet.  
Greif shares a helpful analogy for understanding 
why climate justice is such a critical approach to 
the climate crisis: “climate change is like being in 
a storm in the middle of the ocean. All 7 billion 
people on this planet are in that storm, but each 
of us is a different boat. Some of us are in huge 
yachts, while others are just clutching to a 2x4, 
trying to stay above water. We’re all impacted 
by this storm but some of us are more protected 
than others.” Climate justice means taking ac-
tion for the marginalized communities who are 
most impacted by climate change, and creating 
a better world for everybody. “Whether you’re 
a victim of environmental racism, a fossil fuel 
worker just trying to earn a living or a subsis-
tence farmer in a distant part of the world, that 
includes you,” Greif declares.  
Right here in the Fox Valley, we face cultural 
losses from climate change; Greif reflects that 
“this is the land of the frozen tundra, snowmo-
biling, ice-fishing and sturgeon spearing. What 
a shame if we couldn’t pass that along to our 
kids...a sustainable future is one in which we 
know that this world with all of its beauty, rich-
ness and diversity will be there for us and for our 
kids.” Hanhan stresses that climate action also 
leads to the creation of “good-paying, safe, green 
jobs” that will benefit the Fox Valley community. 
Greif describes the world he hopes to see on the 
other side of the climate crisis: “Imagine being a 
city and being able to breath air as clean as you 
would find in the deepest forest. Imagine know-
ing that the things you love, whether it’s an eco-
system or an activity like hunting or fishing will 
be available to your kids. Imagine never having 
to stop at a gas station again, because your car 
is already fully charged when you drive it out of 
the garage. That’s the number one thing I want 
people to understand about the world once we’ve 
eliminated fossil fuels and addressed climate 
change, IT’S A BETTER WORLD.” He continues, 
“We have the technology to create that world. We 
know what the policies are to create that world. 
We just need our leaders to do it, and we need all 
of you to call on them to.” 
There will be action opportunities at the rally 
to do just that, and ensure that the rally’s mes-
sage carries all the way to our elected officials in 
Madison and Washington, D.C. Additionally, the 
League of Women Voters will be at the rally reg-
istering voters. Greif says that they have a great 
group of speakers, including “elected officials, 
environmental justice advocates, and young cli-
mate activists...who can speak to climate action 
at a local, state, and national level.” The rally will 
be outdoors, masked and socially distanced, and 
Hanhan encourages attendees to double mask, 
or wear a heavy-duty mask such as a KN95.  
Please come down to Houdini Plaza on Saturday 
to rally for climate justice, and put pressure on 
our elected officials to keep their promises and 
fight for our future!
Something for everyone
Word Search by Karina Herrera
Infinity Portrait of Yayoi Kusama
Illustration by Astra Medeiros
thing people do, and myself I just switched and 
learned how to bat lefty. In my experience, it 
takes time to get adjusted to the new directional 
motion of your swing, but it is advantageous 
considering we get to be a little closer to first 
base!
 Next I talked with Coach Cromer 
about this double header against St. Norbert to 
try and understand what went differently about 
these games, because,  like most athletes know, 
no one game is ever the same. I asked Cromer 
what she found to be the game changer that 
made the Vikings successful compared to the 
first game they played against the Knights.
 “The biggest difference between game 
1 and game 2 was we capitalized on a few more 
opportunities offensively,  and kept ourselves 
from giving up a really big inning defensively,” 
said Cromer. “We also kept our energy level up 
even after giving up a few runs in game 2 which 
I believe made a big difference.”
 From these results,  it’s clear to see 
that the Vikings are improving and turning out 
to be a real competitor this season in the mid-
west conference. Can’t wait to see what they do 
next — more about their journey next week! 
Women’s Softball...
continued from page 3
Art by Astra M
edeiros
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As per its usual fashion, the 
Wisconsin weather has been a bit 
temperamental lately, and we have 
had to say goodbye to the warm sunny 
days we were seeing in order to greet 
the return of the brisk cool air and 
cloudy skies. All in all, it is the perfect 
time to have a day filled with Netflix 
binging, or your other preferred 
streaming service. I happened to have 
watched a few films with friends over 
the weekend, which prompted this 
week’s recommendation theme: a few 
of my favorite books that inspired 
film or television adaptions. For the 
record, I am not commenting on the 
movies and shows themselves, just 
the books that they are based on.  
To start off this week’s batch of 
recommendations, we have American 
Gods by Neil Gaiman. In this fantasy 
novel readers meet Shadow, who has 
finally been released from prison and 
is ready to live a quiet life with his 
wife. However, his plans are quickly 
ruined, as he is told that his wife 
and best friend have died tragically, 
leaving him with no purpose — until 
the mysterious Mr. Wednesday offers 
him a job. He becomes tangled up in 
the business of gods and magic as he 
travels across America, slowly discov-
ering his purpose in this world. While 
we may have been introduced to the 
idea of gods walking among us in a 
modern setting before, Gaiman bold-
ly incorporates gods from not only 
one mythology, but from numerous 
mythologies, legends and folktales 
from around the world. Not only do 
we meet classic Norse gods, but also 
Slavic gods, Irish beings, Egyptian 
gods, etc. Plus, Gaiman introduces 
his own “American gods,” such as the 
gods of Technology and Media. I per-
sonally loved this book and feel that it 
is perfect for any fan of modern-day 
fantasy novels. You can also stream 
the T.V. adaption on the STARZ chan-
nel, which can be added to streaming 
services, such as Amazon Prime and 
Hulu.  
Next, we have the well-renowned 
novel, The Book Thief by Markus 
Zusak. The book’s narrator, Death, is 
busy collecting souls on their shoul-
der as the Holocaust’s number of 
casualties increases. However, Death 
becomes intrigued with young Liesel, 
who is later deemed as the infamous 
“Book Thief” the story is named after. 
We, along with Death, witness as 
Liesel grows up in Germany in the 
midst of World War II, as she tries 
to harbor numerous books and save 
them from being burned by the Nazi 
soldiers. I will warn you in advance 
that this book made me tear up a bit, 
and I don’t cry very easily. Readers 
will get filled with dread as Death 
foreshadows the terrible occurrences 
that will pop up in the pages to follow, 
but nevertheless, the pain is worth 
it in the end. This book was turned 
into a film adaption in 2013, and can 
be found on services like YouTube, 
Google Play and Amazon Prime.  
My last recommendation for this 
week is the His Dark Materials trilogy 
by Phillip Pullman, though it is easily 
more recognized by its first book, The 
Golden Compass. In these fantasy 
novels, we follow Lyra and Will as 
they travel through parallel universes 
in order to save the world(s), encoun-
tering armored bears, witches and 
fallen angels along the way. They also 
have the help of the titular dark mate-
rials — a golden compass that can 
mysteriously answer questions, which 
reminds me of Tarot cards, person-
ally, a knife that can cut through the 
fabric between worlds and a spyglass 
that allows users to see the strange 
Dust that is prominent throughout the 
series. The trilogy tackles ideas such 
as fate, religion, physics, cosmology 
and growing up. It’s a beautiful trilogy 
that I have reread countless times, and 
I was excited to learn that Pullman is 
actually working on a sequel trilogy 
currently. There is a film adaption of 
the first novel starring famous actors, 
such Nicole Kidman, Daniel Craig and 
Ian McKellen that you can watch on 
services like HBO Max and Amazon 
Prime. Plus, there is now a popular 
show on HBO Max that plans on cov-
ering the entire trilogy starring Lin-
Manuel Miranda, Dafne Keen, Amir 
Wilson and James McAvoy. You can 
also add an HBO subscription to your 
Amazon Prime, Hulu and YouTube 
TV accounts.  
That’s it for this week’s recom-
mendations! I hope you’re able to set 
some time aside this week in order to 





As the sun falls and the day rests, 
the sky is cloaked in a velveteen hue. 
The outline of predators and prey 
become one and the same: blackened 
silhouettes entangled in the haze of 
wilderness. Only the campsite, pro-
tected by the light of the bonfire, can 
be seen clearly.  Lizzie stared at this 
bonfire, roasting a marshmallow as 
her mother packed for a trip to the 
lake. 
“Are you sure that you don’t 
want to come to the lake tonight?” 
her mother asked again, knowing the 
answer.  
“I’m sure,” Lizzie groaned, 
annoyed by her mother’s insistence 
on “bonding.” 
“Will you be safe by yourself?” 
“I’m not a child.” 
“I know it’s just that- Never 
mind.“ 
They sat there in silence until 
Lizzie’s mother got up, “I’ll be back 
soon. If I’m not here by midnight then 
I’ve been eaten by El Ahogado.” She 
then left the protection of the camp-
fire and became one with the haze of 
the outside world. 
Relieved that her mother is final-
ly gone, Lizzie lied on the ground, 
pulled out her Walkman, and listened 
to the music that her father used 
to sing to her. She got lost gazing 
at the stars, counting the time until 
she has to leave for boarding school. 
Lamenting the memories of her past 
that will be drowned under the wave 
of an unknowable future. 
After a while, Lizzie spotted a 
yellow light hiding in the forest out of 
the corner of her eye. 
“Haha, mom, real funny. I know 
it’s you,” Lizzie shouted. 
The light didn’t move. Instead, it 
just stood there, watching Lizzie. She 
squinted at the light, trying to make 
out its source.  
Those are eyes.
Lizzie stared back at the eyes 
for an eternity, unable to blink out 
of fear of what will happen if she 
does. Eventually, the eyes seemed to 
disappear as if they were never there 
to begin with. By the time she settled 
down, Lizzie noticed that the forest 
became masked in a stygian shroud.  
Lizzie checked the time on her 
Walkman. 
One in the morning, wasn’t mom 
supposed to be here by now? 
Reluctantly, Lizzie grabbed a 
flashlight and headed towards the lake 
to check on her mother. While walk-
ing, the flashlight began to dim. The 
perceivable world around her became 
smaller and smaller until she couldn’t 
even see her hands. Panicking, Lizzie 
ran through the dense trails hoping 
to find any source of light until she 
tripped and fell onto the floor. 
Caged in darkness and without 
sight, the only sense that Lizzie felt 
was the sound of the forest around 
her. A whirling symphony of chaos 
attacked her. The whispering wind, 
the chirping crickets, the prancing of 
prey and predators banged onto her 
mind to the point of near insanity. 
In the wake of this madness, Lizzie 
began to make out the humming of 
her father that she used to hear as 
a child. Entranced by this tune, she 
followed the song like a marionette 
drawn by its master until she was 
greeted by its source: the shining lake 
of El Diablo. 
“Father, are you here?” Lizzie 
began walking into the lake. 
“Please answer me, I need you.” 
The lake started gnawing at her feet. 
“Why did you abandon me?” The 
lake engulfed her to the knees. 
“Why did you leave me in the 
care of a sorry excuse of a mother?” 
By the time the lake had con-
sumed half her body, a thought came 
over Lizzie. 
“Mother… Wait, where’s mom?” 
Just then, Lizzie heard a cry as 
if a creature’s flesh had been torn off 
in the direction of the campsite. She 
booked it back to the site at breakneck 
speed not caring that she couldn’t 
even see what’s right in front of her. 
When she got to the campsite, Lizzie 
saw a tall humanoid huddled around 
the campfire. A stench of rot and 
musk attacked Lizzie the closer she 
crept to the creature. Eventually, she 
was able to make shape of the appari-
tion that she saw. It was Diane but 
with a hollow look in her eyes, staring 
off into the forest. 
“Where were you?” Diane grap-
pled Lizzie into an embrace. 
“Mom, you smell weird, and 
what was that scream?” Lizzie asked 
while failing to escape Diane’s grasp. 
“Let’s not worry about that right 
now. We should get some rest, the sun 
will rise soon. Maybe we can even go 






Not too far from campus is a sign 
that reads, “Appleton: I hear singing 
when I turn down our road.” I think 
that all students can agree that music 
is never too far away on the Lawrence 
University campus. Whether it’s jazz 
bands playing on Main Hall green, 
people jamming to music outside on 
their Bluetooth speakers, recitals in 
Somerset or even solo dance parties in 
dorm rooms, music is something that 
unites us all.  
The university’s conservatory is 
a huge part of the Lawrence music 
scene. It’s a place for classes, lessons 
and bringing people together to form 
a band. Brock and the Pescatarians 
are a campus band made up of Loren 
Kiyoshi Dempster, Brock Daumler, 
Gabe Lewis and Lucian Baxter. 
According to their album description 
on Bandcamp, “Loren’s Introduction 
to Improvisation class gathered us 
out of the aether in January 2021, 
whereupon we spent a delightful 10 
weeks creating music virtually-togeth-
er, responding to the challenges pre-
sented by the COVID-19 pandemic 
with our creativity and the Internet; 
nearly every track on this album was 
recorded in real time from four differ-
ent geographical locations.”  
On Apr. 2, 2021, Brock and the 
Pescatarians released their album 
Skeleton Friend. The album fea-
tures fifteen songs with titles such 
as “Future’s Remains,” “Sinister on 
a Sunday Afternoon,” “Ha Ha Je 
Noie (Ha Ha I’m Drowning)” and 
“Something Went Wrong With the 
Spaceship.” The tracks all range in 
length with the shortest two songs 
being one minute and four seconds 
and the longest being six and a half 
minutes. Though the tracks are all 
different lengths, they drift wonder-
fully into each other, almost creat-
ing an ebbing and flowing wave of 
relaxation.  
Clicking on the names of each 
song on the album takes you to more 
information about how the track was 
created and what it was inspired by. 
Tracks such as “Waterfall of Lost 
Souls,” “Coyotes” and “Stygian Tides” 
were improvised using different 
phrases as inspiration. Some of the 
phrases include: “Yeah nice meeting 
you too! Here’s my business card,” 
“This is a Wendy’s coupon,” and “Mild 
salsa, searching for brock, playing 
Candy crush alone in a McDonalds, 
at Two in the Morning.” Getting the 
insight into the phrases and words 
that inspired the songs adds an ele-
ment of entertainment and also mys-
tery to each track.  
The song “Converting 
Pescatarians” features an instrument 
that’s not heard often in many songs 
— a conch shell. The conch gives the 
track a haunting, yet beautiful sound. 
How the track was produced may 
seem a bit unusual, as it was started 
as a seed track and passed to the next 
member who added their own track. 
It was passed around to all mem-
bers until it was a final track created 
in a half-hour time frame. “Future’s 
Remains,” “Sinister on a Sunday 
Afternoon” and “Tolerable Life” were 
all created in a similar way.  
The COVID-19 Pandemic has 
halted many things in our lives, but 
with a bit of creativity and some tech-
nology, great things can come togeth-
er and find their form. This album is 
one amazing example of that. Brock 
and the Pescatarian’s Skeleton Friend 
is a wonderful album for all moments 
of life. Maybe let it be your soundtrack 
as you study, dance or walk along the 
banks of the Fox River.   
To hear Skeleton Friend, go to 
Brock and the Pescatarians Bandcamp 
page. More information about each 
track can be found by selecting the 
name of each song. 
Illustration by Jae Franklin.
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UPCOMING:
4/23 7:30 p.m. Recess Club Game Night!, 
Somerset Room
4/23 8 p.m. I Am Greta Film Screening, 
Cinema
4/24 9:30 a.m. Campus Cleanup, 
Locations Vary
4/24 11 a.m. Student recital: Nathan Groff, 
trombone, Lawrence Vimeo
4/24 2 p.m. Earth Day Gala, Main Hall 
Green
4/24 3:30 p.m. LU Swing Club Distanced 
Line Dance, Somerset Room
4/24 5 p.m. 50 Days Party, Library Plaza
4/25 10:30 a.m. Earth, Water and Sunday - 
Native Grass Planting, Stiehl Terrace
4/25 2 p.m. Student rectial: Nathan Glaser, 
trumpet, Lawrence Vimeo
4/26 4:30 p.m. QPR Suicide Prevention 
Training, Zoom
4/26 7 p.m. Open Zoom Call with the 
Editor in Chief, Zoom
4/27 11:15 a.m. Yoga - physically 
distanced, Buchanan Kiewitt Wellness 
Center
Photo Feature:




It’s cliché, but the age of the 
internet may be the greatest and worst 
thing to ever happen to music. For the 
listener, this is a renaissance, where 
most all music is at your fingertips for 
a fraction of what it once cost — that 
is, if you pay for your music at all. But 
for the music creator, the music indus-
try is an absolute hellscape. Sure, it 
has never been easier to distribute 
your work with sites like SoundCloud, 
YouTube and Spotify providing con-
venient platforms to test-drive a 
music career. But this age of extreme 
accessibility results in perhaps the 
most competitive atmosphere for art-
ists in music history. With thousands 
upon thousands of musicians clamor-
ing to make it to the top, it can feel 
impossible to get enough exposure to 
break out of the underground. Worst 
of all, many online music services do 
nothing to help budding artists with 
their publicity problems, concentrat-
ing song recommendations toward 
established artists. 
Unsurprisingly, I only discovered 
the rock band Lever by pure chance. 
Topping out at about five-hundred 
monthly listeners on Spotify, the odds 
of the app suggesting their music 
to me were nonexistent. Instead, 
my path to discovering Lever began 
with a small Reddit post promoting 
an obscure Italian rock band’s new 
album. My curiosity led me to this 
band’s Facebook page, where I came 
across a post about a radio event fea-
turing several similar bands, including 
Lever. Fronted by singer and guitarist 
Jon Babin, Lever consists of a cast of 
unknowns, with Jeff Aquino on guitar 
and backing vocals, Brandon Erker on 
bass and Michael Reinhold on drums. 
When I first gave Lever a listen, I 
couldn’t believe my ears. With excel-
lent production, catchy song writing 
and an overall killer sound, Lever is 
a hidden gem, and once they push 
through the initial algorithmic barri-
ers that plague bands in the internet 
age, they may even have the potential 
to become one of the significant rock 
bands of our generation.  
Lever’s second album, Douse, 
is a bit slippery genre-wise, ventur-
ing into modern grunge, punk and 
metal, yet staying rooted in the 
band’s nascent sound concept. Lever 
has made some significant strides 
in maturing their group style since 
their 2015 debut, Hover Bored, but 
there are still moments throughout 
Douse that feel like they’re coasting 
in the slipstream of musical titans 
that Lever cites as influences on their 
website: The Beatles, Led Zeppelin 
and Nirvana. There are clear influ-
ences from yet other bands that they 
don’t explicitly mention. For instance, 
“Story Untold” would feel just as at 
home on a 2000s album by pop-punk 
acts like Green Day or The Killers. 
Not to mention guitarist and singer 
Jon Babin’s vocals, which invite com-
parison with the nasally Billy Corgan 
of The Smashing Pumpkins. That’s 
not to say that Lever is entirely imi-
tative of other artists, rather that it 
may take some more time before they 
reach their potential and exact niche 
within the larger musical community. 
Sonically, the band’s style is unique, 
but their lyrics haven’t fully ripened, 
and they don’t seem entirely sure of 
who they want their audience to be. 
During the latter half of Douse this is 






In the world of wind ensembles, 
there are certain names that are as 
familiar to the high school band nerd 
as the internationally renowned solo-
ists. Beyond the household classics like 
Beethoven and Mozart, there are the 
likes of Sousa and Persichetti, known 
for more recent hallmarks of band 
literature. Delving just beyond the 
standards and into music less conven-
tional for its era, you’ll hear the name 
Percy Grainger — or maybe Henry 
Cowell, composer of “Shoonthree,” a 
ballad from the Lawrence University 
Wind Ensemble’s repertoire this 
term. Grainger and his contempo-
raries were known for a simultaneous 
revival of folk tunes and push toward 
unconventional composition, and 
their work has come to be regarded as 
innovative, expanding the boundaries 
of modern musical literature. 
Henry Cowell is decidedly lesser 
known than Grainger, perhaps largely 
due to his identity as a gay man in the 
30s, for which he served several years 
in prison. Regardless, his music is still 
a staple of 20th century American 
composition. Cowell’s innovation has 
been credited in terms of his use 
of atypical harmonization (basing 
chords on intervals of seconds instead 
of thirds), uncommon modalities 
and different overall structure from 
the rest of the Western canon. While 
these things were new and exciting 
(and sometimes hotly controversial, 
as all good things are) to listeners of 
European background, they are noth-
ing but the basics of other musical 
systems.  
In Menlo Park, California, 
Cowell lived among immigrants. His 
own father was of Irish ancestry, 
while his mother was more regionally 
American. These roots are evident in 
his musical fingerprint, as he often 
incorporates folk tunes and Celtic 
themes. Outside his immediate house-
hold, though, Cowell was exposed to 
the music of non-Western immigrants 
-- the opera in Chinatown, the nurs-
ery rhymes of the other children and 
music overflowing from neighboring 
streets. Despite never being formally 
trained in Western music or compo-
sition, Cowell was educated in the 
typical pan-Asian tradition through 
aural familiarity from a young age. 
As he grew into his musicianship, 
Cowell understood that music cannot 
be limited to the Western definitions 
of harmony and rhythm. He went 
on to study music of various global 
cultures, concluding that they all held 
their own valuable intricacies. 
Once he began to incorporate 
other systems of music into his own 
composition, though, it overshadowed 
his innocent appreciation of global 
music. Rather than a diverse home 
environment leading to a thoughtful 
approach to composing, it became 
incredibly easy for Cowell to fall into 
appropriation by simply lifting basic 
tenets of foreign music and publish-
ing them under his own name, gain-
ing a respect that America has never 
afforded to people of color. Cowell 
was a Western experimentalist — and 
Asians were his lab rats.  
Henry Cowell was certainly not 
the beginning or end of cultural appro-
priation and Orientalism in classical 
music. His contemporary and inspira-
tion, the Australian Percy Grainger, 
collected recordings of Māori singers, 
but largely disparaged aspects of their 
music in personal documents, cher-
ry-picking what he found useful for 
the benefit of his own composition. 
Word-of-mouth stories — the only 
kind many people of color can rely on 
— suggest that his recordings were not 
always with the musician’s consent 
or even knowledge. Unsurprisingly, 
Grainger was also known for being a 
racist and anti-Semite.  
Cowell, Grainger and the count-
less other white composers who 
appropriated non-Western music 
styles, while still maintaining that 
they were “primitive,” are long dead. 
We keep their misappropriations alive 
in our celebration of their music and 
protection of their justifications. We 
exoticize and fetishize non-Western 
music to keep it novel. When Cowell’s 
orchestration in “Shoonthree” is remi-
niscent of a chorus of shehnai (an 
Indian double reed) or hulusi (a free 
reed woodwind from China), we re-
brand it as evoking the more palat-
able bagpipe. It’s a convenience that 
fits with Cowell’s Irish inspirations 
— foreign enough to be interesting, 
but not so Oriental as to sully Western 
repertoire. 
Asian influence in 
classical music
One of the Waseda dances was performed by students using fans and umbrellas. 
Photo by Sarah Navy.
2019
Students performed the Chinese Thousand-Hand Guan Yin dance in the first act. 
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Polarity2: COVID and Brimstone 
Continued war drums in the South China Sea despite 
ASEAN regional cooperation 
 A terrific rain of fire and 
brimstone might be a scene symbolic 
of doom unmatched in the Judeo-
Christian narrative. Close enough to 
the reality of volcanic eruptions, yet 
also the peak of supernatural fire-
power, it's the ultimate moralizer 
that evokes ideas of eternal damna-
tion. The biblical story of Sodom and 
Gomorrah sees an entire society of 
sinners vaporize, disintegrating into 
smoke and cinders. Professor Martyn 
Smith of the Religious Studies depart-
ment gave an interesting analysis of 
this portion of the Book of Genesis, 
saying that one way it can be read is 
as a commentary on the differences 
between rural and urban societies. 
Just a chapter before being intro-
duced to the ferocity within the city-
limits of Sodom and Gomorrah, we 
are painted an opposite picture. In 
this picture, we follow Abraham and 
his family, who live a nomadic and 
pastoral lifestyle. In harsh contrast to 
the sinful city folk, Abraham falls to 
his knees to treat three strangers with 
hospitality as they pass through on the 
way to Sodom and Gomorrah. 
 While the differing cultural 
characters of urban and rural life is 
an interesting question to parse, it's 
not a terribly productive one and the 
story of Sodom and Gomorrah is one 
of many conceptions. The idea shining 
through this story is how our cultural 
conceptions of urban and rural life 
have been at odds for millennia. This 
tracks to the modern-day U.S where 
we see relatively dense, populated 
urban areas voting Democrat; sparse 
rural spans going Republican; and 
any gradations in between that track 
to measures of distance and density. 
Various studies find these facts: that 
the closer a voter is to dense metro-
politan areas, the more likely they are 
to vote blue, and that less densely-
populated suburbs swing red. 
 COVID and quarantine 
have brought measurements to the 
forefront of our decision-making in 
what is undeniably a time of great 
emotional distress. People worry 
about their bills as the unemploy-
ment rate spikes. We hear about the 
death tolls while looking at "infection 
maps.” In some of our most ubiqui-
tous COVID restrictions, we return to 
these two principles discussed before: 
distance and density. Social distanc-
ing requires six feet space between 
individuals, and various limitations 
on the sizes of gatherings have been 
imposed throughout the pandemic.  
 This segmentation of 
human bodies through distance and 
density makes social atomization, a 
broader intangible reality of our soci-
ety, visibly manifest. Social atomiza-
tion is the summation of two other 
intertwined societal issues: those of 
isolation and alienation. A broader 
definition of atomization is the pro-
cess by which things are separated 
into smaller distinct units. Social 
atomization is how we understand 
this in society - people feeling isolated 
and alienated, which may, but need 
not, be related to the literal distance 
between people. 
 It's important to distinguish 
social atomization from population 
density and distance conceptually. 
While rural communities are mathe-
matically less dense and farther apart, 
this doesn't necessarily make them 
more or less tight-knit than urban 
communities. Especially in a modern 
context, atomization is so much more 
about the isolation and alienation of 
individuals from each other. In a time 
in history where people are able to be 
lost in the black mirrors of phone and 
computer screens for countless hours 
(talking with people from any end of 
our globalized community), it's less 
relevant whether they live in a farm-
house or a tenement. 
 Political polarization cer-
tainly predates COVID, but the overt 
atomization of COVID has in many 
ways taken the mask off to the nature 
of these issues of polarization and 
atomization. We hear a lot of talk 
these days about the "separate reali-
ties" that the two sides of the political 
spectrum seem to be living in, espe-
cially the harshly oppositional views 
over wearing a mask. There is a lot of 
hyperbolic rhetoric about the man-
dates surrounding COVID. It's com-
mon to hear the word Orwellian used 
in reference to the use of strong execu-
tive power, referencing predominant-
ly George Orwell's book 1984. Strong 
uses of executive power (even for the 
common good as with COVID restric-
tions) could be charitably interpreted 
as authoritarian, which we define as: 
"the enforcement or advocacy of strict 
obedience to authority at the expense 
of personal freedom," however the 
term Orwellian and references to the 
book 1984 specify a totalitarian state. 
 Totalitarianism may be the 
absolute realization of authoritarian-
ism, but is still distinct enough that 
it's worthwhile to not simply treat it 
as synonymous with "very authoritar-
ian." Totalitarianism is defined as "a 
system of government that is cen-
tralized and dictatorial and requires 
complete subservience to the state." 
I don't think there is any part of our 
government that gets close to meriting 
even a worthwhile provocative com-
parison here. Our American obses-
sion with freedom of speech, popular 
disdain for the government from all 
parts of the political spectrum and 
aforementioned polarization would 
indicate a government much differ-
ent than one that "requires complete 
subservience to the state."  
 From here we can return to 
the notion of atomization. In her book 
The Origins of Totalitarianism, politi-
cal theorist Hannah Arendt notes in 
her analysis of the totalitarian states 
of Nazi Germany and Stalinist Russia 
that "atomized individuals provide 
the basis for totalitarian rule.” One 
might then logically ask "if society is 
so atomized today, why are we not 
living in a totalitarian state?" I would 
argue that it's because it is not the 
state that is causing a totalized atomi-
zation of society as it was for Nazi 
Germany or Stalinist Russia. While 
I mentioned that COVID mandates 
represent a form of atomization, they 
are heavily criticized and debated in 
political discourse, and nowhere near 
universally followed, so this is not our 
totalitarianism either. If our govern-
ment were attempting to instill totali-
tarian doctrines, it would be failing 
spectacularly.  
 I would argue that the total-
izing and atomizing force for many 
today is the escape into social media 
and the internet. While I'm not argu-
ing that we're all slaves to some ideol-
ogy held by "big tech," I think that 
social media and the internet beg that 
we use them because of convenience 
and dopamine to name two broad rea-
sons (that being said, the internet is 
so vast that there are many ways you 
could interpret its effect on society). 
The internet has become an indus-
try standard, providing a convenience 
like no other to communicate and 
work efficiently from any part of the 
globe. In line with this convenience, 
we can get sucked in for more mind-
less and frivolous reasons than we 
may want to admit. This is ultimately 
what can atomize, isolate and alienate 
us more from the living, breathing 
society around us.  
 COVID mandates haven't 
pushed us into ideation of the govern-
ment's exercise of power - not even 
close - they've just given us more 
reason to turn back to the constant 
news cycle on Twitter, embrace the 
convenience of Amazon delivery or 
see the efficiency in talking to relatives 
over Zoom rather than in person.  
 All of this is to argue the 
fairly obvious point that in-person 
relationships and communities 
hold an invaluable role in our life. 
Especially once the pandemic hope-
 Southeast Asia is increas-
ingly emerging as a new model for 
economic and political cooperation 
as practices of the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 
have encouraged regional ties to grow 
with respect to Southeast Asian cus-
toms. Comprised of the nations of 
Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, 
Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam, 
ASEAN has a significant presence in 
influencing international perceptions 
on the region’s economy, politics, 
diplomacy and security. To this end, 
they have received criticism on their 
record of human rights, especially in 
recent months due to their agree-
ment to meet with the new Myanmar 
junta leader (Reuters). For the most 
part though, ASEAN has been able 
to keep with their goal of opening 
communication between countries. 
The Myanmar situation is a lose-lose; 
when ASEAN does meet with the 
junta, Western institutions and think 
tanks like the United Nations and 
Council on Foreign Relations accuse 
them of “lending legitimacy” to an 
already established military presence. 
If they had refused to meet with the 
junta, they would have been “blocking 
lines of communication” and access to 
compromises.  
 Western interests in the 
Southeast Asian region play out well 
beyond the UN and pro-democracy 
think-tanks. In recent years, they 
have come to take the form of mega-
corporations who exploit cheap labor 
while simultaneously attempting to 
penetrate the growing markets made 
up of the rising middle class. The 
delicate balance of power held in the 
South China Sea between the ASEAN 
nations, China and Taiwan has been 
disrupted by corporate strategy mak-
ing and propaganda war between 
the U.S and China. H&M was one 
such corporation that was denounced 
by Vietnamese citizens due to their 
revised map of the region which gave 
China more territorial claim of the 
South China Sea (Huang). This was 
obviously a very well-calculated move 
on the part of the Swedish corpora-
tion, as they operate 250 physical 
stores in China, compared to a mere 
11 stores in Vietnam.  
 The significance of the 
region cannot be overstated, and if 
there is to be a longer-lasting compro-
mise, it should come about through 
ASEAN cooperation and not be 
dictated singularly by a Chinese or 
American vision. Along with the pres-
ence of Western corporations in the 
area, the United States has a par-
ticular interest in the area as it is the 
perfect battlefield for another satel-
lite war. The vast military presence 
of China in the South China Sea has 
been a cause of concern for nations 
such as Taiwan, who are struggling 
just to be recognized internationally. 
For this reason, the United States has 
allied itself with Taiwan, stating it will 
protect the island’s self-governance 
(Al-Jazeera). All would be fine and 
well if the U.S didn’t have such an 
extensive track record of war-mon-
gering and inciting chaos in nearly 
every continent on Earth. It is worth 
worrying about Chinese military pres-
ence (in the sphere of their influence 
and area of trade) in the South China 
Sea, but it is much more worrying to 
consider the implications of American 
involvement in the region instead of 
an ASEAN-mediated cooperation. The 
U.S has had its eyes set on a war with 
China ever since the fall of the Soviet 
Union and the replacement of one 
cold war with the other.  
 This new cold war, also 
motivated in part by new “hybrid war” 
technologies, has been waged by the 
U.S in the domain of economic sanc-
tions, diplomatic warfare and strife, 
legal lawsuits against Chinese com-
panies, military brinkmanship, infor-
mation and civil subversion and aca-
demic warfare (Noh). Before the inva-
sion of Iraq, a similar misinformation 
campaign was circulated by the Bush 
administration leading to the con-
tinued military failures of the U.S 
in the Middle East region. Southeast 
Asia could once again become a play-
ground for American interests, except 
this time it may not be in the form 
of extensive American troops on the 
ground as seen during the Vietnam 
War. Much of the South China Sea 
conflict will be an escalation of the 
already existing hybrid warfare 
techniques with a focus on crush-
ing China’s trade and economy. The 
American cold war on China will hurt 
the other countries in the region, who 
are seen as nothing but pawns in the 
long-term goal of “winning” against 
China’s growing economy. ASEAN, 
on the other hand, has in its best 
interests to continue normalcy in dip-
lomatic relations and trade, since they 
will more heavily face the brunt of 
military or economic disruption in the 
region than the U.S would. Just this 
week, a longstanding issue between 
Brunei and Malaysia was resolved 
through ASEAN dialogue and agree-
ment on the shared use of oil fields 
and maritime security. This shows 
the effectiveness of the region to solve 
their own problems since stability is 
a shared interest (Goh). The dispute 
in the South China Sea will only be 
resolved if China, Taiwan and ASEAN 
countries can come to a shared com-
promise based on the thousands of 
years of trade that has taken place on 
this maritime Silk Road which goes 
beyond contemporary nation-state 
politics and international geo-political 
interests. 










What in the World: The Left's infatuation 
with Harry Potter
 
At a place where career fairs, job 
lectures and internship notifications 
seem to pop up left and right, it is 
difficult to think about anything other 
than your career when peering into 
what you want your future to look like. 
We quite literally sleep, eat and live at 
an institution designed primarily to 
prepare us for a career. As important 
as it is to plan for these things, and 
as fortunate as we are to be in such a 
place that will set us up for successful 
careers, it’s important to take a step 
back and ask ourselves what else we 
want out of life. 
 Before getting into that, it is 
important to look at why careers seem 
to be at the forefront of our minds 
when considering the future. First and 
foremost, it is necessary for most of 
our survival under the system which is 
currently implemented. No job means 
no money, which means no food, shel-
ter, healthcare or any other necessities 
you may need. Additionally, a lack of 
money also limits the other desires 
we have in life, such as traveling or 
pursuing a costly hobby.  
 Because of this, we have 
spent most of our young lives prepar-
ing for how to survive in this system 
as adults. From the expectation of 
attending K-12 schooling, to ques-
tions about what our dream job is or 
if we are going to college or not—they 
all factor into a building pressure to 
prepare for a job. 
 While we should, of course, 
try to find a job that makes us happy, 
since it is something we must do for 
quite a long time, it is important to 
remember that this is not the only 
aspect of our adult life that deserves 
our attention. Instead, there are many 
different pieces of ourselves that bring 
fulfillment, sometimes more than a 
job. 
 For one of the happiest 
summers of my life, I was working 
full time at a lawn mower ware-
house. Universally, this is viewed as 
an undesirable job. It’s physically 
demanding, repetitive, has low pay 
and doesn’t seem very fulfilling to 
most people’s interests. Yet, that sum-
mer, other aspects of my life aligned 
highly with my interests and values. 
I value friendships and was able to 
build on many wonderful friendships 
that summer. I value creativity, and I 
got to spend a lot of time after work on 
a creative project. I value health, and 
worked hard on eating nutritiously 
and exercising. Even though my job—
the aspect of our lives that such a big 
emphasis is placed on—was not the 
thing that I was particularly enthusi-
astic about, other aspects of my life 
were fulfilling enough to make me feel 
happy to be where I was at in life. 
 In order to figure out what 
else we want in our future, it helps to 
first look at what we value to under-
stand what concrete things we want. 
These values can be anything from 
vague ideas such as happiness or 
equality to more specific ones like 
music or traveling. 
 With exceptions, the best 
indicator of future behavior is behav-
ior in the present. Ask yourself if the 
things you do now reflect your values. 
Oftentimes, we find that a surprising 
amount of the things we do aren’t 
accurate representations of what we 
find important. For example, I can 
easily spend most of my free time 
scrolling through social media, yet 
this only does so much to help me feel 
connected or happy. Instead, I miss 
out on time to fulfill values I rarely get 
to fulfill, such as creativity or being in 
nature. 
 We are in college to build 
the strengths we need for our dream 
careers, so why don’t we do the same 
for other aspects of our life? Using the 
example of valuing music, we can have 
a long-term goal of continuing to play 
an instrument through adulthood. 
More specifically, we can grow this 
goal into a dream of taking music les-
sons or playing in a casual orchestra 
throughout our lifetimes. However, 
it will be difficult to do this if we are 
not upkeeping that same value for 
music now. Maybe this means playing 
your instrument once a day or get-
ting involved with a musical group on 
campus. Either way, just like we build 
up our academic values in college, it is 
important to do this for other things 
we value too. In doing so, you might 
also find that you enjoy your day-to-
day life more in the present. 
 This idea of finding values 
and connecting them with actions can 
apply to virtually anything. Valuing 
equality can mean volunteering for 
causes that promote this. Traveling 
can mean exploring the area you’re in, 
no matter where it may be. Once you 
find these, dream big and truly think 
about what you want to experience 
during your lifetime. Just as we have 
dream jobs, we can create goals for 
any part of our life. 
 Letting go of this idea 
that our career should be the central 
focus of our lives is a difficult one 
to unlearn, however, doing so helps 
us to find fulfillment in other pieces 
of our lives that are often neglected. 
When planning for post-grad lives 
and careers, remember to take a step 




The Progressive Left adores Harry 
Potter, analogizing nigh endlessly 
from the books and it is easy to see 
why. Open-carrying deadly weapons, 
a select subset of children attend a 
highly traditional and successful pri-
vate school with barely a speck of 
government oversight. These lucky 
few inhabit an exceptional realm cut 
off from the rest of the world by a 
physical wall, lest those from the out-
side wish to share in the benefits of a 
magical society.  
 When the government does 
introduce itself in the third book, it 
proves itself a feckless and overly 
rigid one. Eventually, the wizarding 
bureaucracy succumbs to infiltration 
by malign forces, becoming a minor-
ity-oppressing, authoritarian police-
state from the fifth book through the 
end of the seventh. Only by violent 
resistance is this reprehensible gov-
ernment is deposed and replaced. 
What’s more, the author of the book 
series, J.K. Rowling, maintains that 
that those born with male anatomy 
are men and that those born with 
female anatomy are women. Truly 
a progressive’s utopia, this world of 
Harry Potter seems to be. 
 Even the parts of the books 
that, at first glance, seem ideologically 
progressive can be shown to be less so. 
Hermione Granger, the bushy-haired 
friend of Harry, looks to effectively 
unionize the house-elves because she 
considers their living situation—wear-
ing airy loin-clothes and working for 
no pay—oppressed. In true “progres-
sive ally” fashion, Hermione cease-
lessly attempts to force the elves to be 
something they are explicitly unwill-
ing to become, going so far as trying 
to trick them into freedom. What this 
says about the so-called “ally” may 
be left to the reader, but suffice it to 
say that both the description of the 
elves as enjoying indentured servitude 
and the white savior’s being rebuffed 
seems hardly to be a narrative that 
would be much popular on the Left. 
Let it be said that Dumbledore’s treat-
ment of the elves was inspired. Those 
elves who wished for freedom and pay 
received it, while those who thought 
it undesirable to work for pay were 
treated fairly and left to live as they 
pleased.  
 The two most despicable 
characters in the series, Dolores 
Umbridge and Voldemort, have a 
couple of things in common. They 
both desire absolute power and use 
an acquiescent government—one with 
no apparent foundational document 
enumerating the rights of all people—
as the mechanism by which to effect 
their desired outcomes.  
 Oddly, Umbridge is cast 
as the most contemptible of the 
two characters. While the reader is 
shown that Voldemort was once a 
charming and promising young man 
whose hunger for power consumed 
him, Umbridge is only described as a 
loathsome assault upon one’s facul-
ties without a sympathetic trait to 
be found. A life-long bureaucrat, she 
lives to write oppressive, vindictive 
legislation and delights in the suffer-
ing of those upon who her decrees fall 
most heavily.  
 Given the series’ question-
able progressive bona fides, why does 
the Left insist upon using the series 
to explain events in the real world? 
The charitable explanation would 
sound something like this: the Harry 
Potter series is a cultural touchstone 
for many people between the ages of 
ten and forty who read it as youths 
and young adults. The analogies that 
can be drawn from the series are easy 
to follow with minimal explanation. 
In effect, Harry Potter supplants the 
Bible and Shakespeare as the analo-
gous font from which writers draw to 
explain current happenings for their 
readers.  
 Swapping in the Harry 
Potter series for the Bible makes some 
practical sense as the plot is in many 
ways a simplified, secular retelling of 
Christ's story, specifically of the cru-
cifixion, resurrection and Pentecost. 
During an interview in 2007, Rowling 
confirmed that the Christian imagery 
in Harry Potter was intentional. This 
is deeply ironic, considering a series 
that garnered such irate howls from 
fundamentalist Christian groups, 
in the end, intentionally reinforces 
the axioms they most desire to be 
espoused. Rowling’s repackaging job 
has made a religious account—with all 
the attendant baggage—wholly more 
palatable for a religiously-diverse 
international audience.  
 This, then, is the strongest 
argument for the use of Harry Potter 
as a source of literary analogy com-
pared to more mature alternatives: 
that the Left are intentionally looking 
for the most widely-read and under-
stood books with which to make their 
point, albeit through an imprecise, 
muddled medium given the relative 
immaturity of the series. It asks too 
much of a young adult’s work of fic-
tion to explain the world’s complexi-
ties. 
 The less charitable explana-
tion for the use of Harry Potter is it 
may well be the last, or most morally 
complex, book the writer or celebrity 
has ever read; laughable were it not so 
depressing. Furthermore, it denotes 
a lack of reading comprehension. To 
take a book series that repeatedly 
promotes the value of tradition, famil-
ial expectation and anti-authoritarian 
revolt and turn it into a vehicle for 
opposing mild immigration restric-
tions requires admirable mental elas-
ticity.  
 The issue here is neither 
Harry Potter’s message, nor the Left’s 
desire to use literature to illustrate 
their points better. Instead, it is the 
flagrant misrepresentation and use 
of a young adult book series in a 
quest for political power that cannot 
hold up to any degree of scrutiny or 
patience. Agree? Disagree? Let me 
know at abell@lawrence.edu. Cheers! 
fully winds down, we need to be ready 
to re-embrace in person gatherings 
and time spent outside. This is 100% a 
clichéd point to make, but it's a damn 
important one that we should not 
forget. I'd like to think that there is a 
lot to glean from this somewhat con-
trived way I got us back to this simple 
bit of conventional wisdom. From the 
narrative of Sodom and Gomorrah 
to the COVID pandemic, the ways in 
which we mentally segment ourselves 
from one another continue to hold 
an immense and intense place in our 
conceptions of reality. 
Polarity2
continued from page 10
 In addition to nausea, a 
few less obvious ailments arise over 
the course of an ultramarathon. 
Headaches and altitude sickness are 
very common in races. Badwater’s 
elevation change can result in severe 
headaches and altitude sickness, as 
the change in elevation is nearly three 
miles. Less likely to be among guesses, 
however, is a loss of vision. Exposure 
to winds for the day long periods 
many ultramarathons require. The 
harsh conditions dry out and damage 
the cells that produce the protective 
layer of fluid over the cornea, caus-
ing it to swell up and blur the runner’s 
vision. Runners of the Hellgate 100 
report what they call “Hellgate eyes,” 
and by the end of the race, many have 
almost completely lost their sight. In a 
2019 interview with Joe Rogan, ultra 
runner Courtney Dauwalter related 
her experience with sight problems, 
explaining how her peripheral vision 
went blurry at mile 88 of a 100- mile 
race, and finished “98% blind.” 
 Last and certainly not least 
comes the issue of sleep. As many 
races require nearly a full day of run-
ning,  (if not more), there comes a 
point in time when incessant sleepi-
ness kicks in. Dauwalter also talked on 
this issue, telling how over the course 
of the Moab 240 she slept a total of 
21 minutes and was at one point fall-
ing asleep while running. She also 
explains having had a series of halluci-
nations in connection with her lack of 
sleep. Indeed, along with the territory 
of sleep deprivation also come hallu-
cinations, sometimes repeating them-
selves. Many runners have recounted 
seeing recurring images along trails, 
especially at night. One can only imag-
ine the sort of hysteria that comes 
with running on literally no sleep, 
seeing strange people or creatures in 
the forest or on a mountain trail late 
at night, all while being tens of miles 
into a race of astronomical length.
 After such considerations, 
it is easy to see why ultra running 
attracts a fairly limited crowd. Simply 
to exist in the sport requires mental 
strength without parallel, and plac-
ing at the top of races even more so. 
With this in mind, it is easy to under-
stand why the sport draws such a 
select crowd: only the toughest can 
survive. To maintain focus and moti-
vation while running for days, all the 
while being thrown obstacles in the 
form of extreme fatigue, elevation 
changes, crippling nausea and head-
aches, loss of vision , and a nearly 
complete lack of sleep accompanied 
by hallucinations requires a mental 
steeliness unseen elsewhere in athlet-
ics. But perhaps the hardest aspect for 
onlookers to understand is that ultra 
runners enjoy what they do. Beecher 
puts it best: “Accomplishment is tied 
to behavior.” 
 Even for those at the top of 
the field, the fun lies in throwing down 
the gauntlet and seeing what they’re 
made of. After all, anyone with the fit-
ness to win a 100-mile race certainly 
has the dedication to training and 
enough natural ability to serially win 
a 5k, 10k or even a marathon. Rather, 
the draw lies not in the success, but in 
the challenge of enduring the turmoil 
the mind goes through over days of 
consistent running. David Goggins, 
the Toughest Man Alive, chose ultra 
running as his next challenge; I think 
that should be proof enough of the 
utter strain these athletes endure. 
 So next time you feel like 
taking on some new challenge to spice 
things up a bit, consider lacing up 
your old high school track shoes and 
laying down a 50+ mile run. Or maybe 
leave it to those the rest of us would 
deem mildly insane and take up knit-
ting instead.
Ultra Running
continued from page 3
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Anything awesome you have done 
or are currently doing?: I'm learning 
how to use my new camera, a Canon 
EOS Rebel t7!
COMMUNITY April 23, 2021
If you were to star in a movie, what movie would it be?
Photo Poll Edwin Martinez Staff Photographer
“Groundhog Day” or “Monty Python 
















“Star Wars, A New Hope.”
— Henry Hale
as though Lever goes through an iden-
tity crisis with the unexpected crunchy 
metal tracks “Fall” and “And I,” fol-
lowed promptly by the folky “Young & 
Poor.” Admittedly, this genre-melding 
feels refreshing, at least once you get 
past the whiplash. The juxtaposed 
styles add new dimensions of charac-
ter that color outside the lines drawn 
up in the grungy opening half of the 
album. 
 Lever may be trapped in the 
depths of Spotify hell for some time 
to come, but this says a lot more 
about Spotify than it does about 
Lever’s music. Douse showcases this 
band’s enormous potential, and given 
enough room to continue to grow, this 
band could even become important 
for rock and roll, rather than fleeting 
participants in music. If this band 
manages to stick it out, a time will 
come when the very platform that 
confines them to obscurity will start 
to connect them with their eventual 
audience. Perhaps one day aspiring 
young artists will list Lever as a major 
influence on their music, alongside 
musical idols of the past.
Album Review
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